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ABSTRACT CF THE THESIS

Bilingual Education in California

by

Tay Lesley

Master of Arts in Teaching Engaish as a Second Lancmage

University.of California, Los Anaeles, 1971

Professor Clifford H. Prator, Chairman

This study attmpts to deal with the current confusion

over the expression "bilingual education" anc: to construct

a practical definition,of the term based on an examination

of bilingual programs in a limited geographical area. The

context chosen is California, 'and the study focuses on both

the historical and actual aspects of the question. The

historical, or dichronic asrect involves an examination of

the origins of bilingual education in California and the

evolution in state policy of a trend favoring bilingual

education. The actual, or synchronic4aspect concerns a

study of current programs develored under the Bilingual

Education Act and an attempt to classify these according.to,

certain well-defined types.

The study is developed in the following steps:

.1) an opening section (comprising Chapters I.and II)

introduces the problem and rrevides the necessary back-

;ground to the study;
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2) Chapter III treats the historical development of

bilingual education in the state;

3) Chapter IV compares Current bilingual programs under

a variety of categories;

4) a final charter is devoted to conclusions concerning

the study of earlier and current prcgrams, as yell as to

the discussion of-a-typology

. viii



II. Introduction

1.1. What Is Bilingual Education?

Of all the problems that surround the study of

few have been as vexing or persistent as those of
.

*definition. Such terms as "bilingual," "bilingualism," or

"bilingual eduCation" may at first glance apnear fairly

straightforward and easily interpreted.. A "bilingual," one

"may think, is a person who knows two languages; "bilingual-.

ASm" refers to the same capacity in an individual or a

'society; and "bilingual education" pertains to the use of

.two languages in an educational system. Upon closer inspec-

tion,.however, the meaning of these words becomes extremely

elusive. In order to be classified as bilingual, for exam-

ple, must a person have approximately equal facility in both

languages, or is a minimal proficiency in the second lan-

uage enough? Shculd a definition of bilingualism emphasize

the knowledge of a language (e.R. Haugen, 1956), or the

ability of a speaker to actually use the languages he knows

(e.g. Weinreich, 193)? And is it correct to label as

bilingual a country like Belgium, where two largely mono-

lingual language groups (French and Flemish) exist side by

side; or must one reserve the term for a country such as

paraguay that contains's. high proportion of native bilingual

'(Spanish and Guarani) speakers?

1 The.confusion becomes particularly acute over the

definition of "bilingual education." The reason.for .this



'is that bilingual education has been used o refer to so

many different educational systems-at different timea and

places that it has been rendered almost meaningless. Com-

menting on the use of the expression "bilingual school" in

various parts of the world, William F. Mackey says:

Schools in the United Kingdom where half of the sChool-
subjects are taught in English are bilingual schools.
Schools in Canada in which alI subjects are taught in
English to French-Canadians are called bilingual schools.
Schools in the Soviet Union in which all subjects except
Russian are taught in English are bilinszual schools, as
are schools in which some of the subjects are.taught in
Georgian and the rest in Russian (1970, p. 64).

Mackey concludes that there is little use in attempt-

ing to define bilingual education, since no single defini-

tion could adequately describe the multitude of situations

involved. What is needed is rather a system of classifica-

tion that would take all the types of bilingual education

into account. (For a description of Mackey's typology of

bilingual programs, see 11.2, pp. 20-220

Within the United States itself, bilingual education

has also been subject to a wide variety of interpretations.

.In the zontinuation of the above quotation, Mackey states:

"Schools in the United States where English is taught as a

second language are called bilingual schools, as are paro-

chial schools and even week-end schools" (Ibid.). We find

that here, as in other countries, the expression "bilingual

education" has sometimes been used to refer simply to the

education of non-English speaking or "bilingual" children,

whether or not the curridulum or type of'instruction is

2



!actually bilingual. A recent doctoral dissertation with

the title Bilingual Education in Certain Southwest School

'Districts, for example, discusses the educational status

Ei.nd problems of.Spanish-speaking children who Are following

the normal English curricula in public schools of the South,

west (Baca, 1956)...A particular problem in this country haE

been the widespread misunderstanding over the differences

between English as. a Second Language and bilingual programs.

Addressing himself to this point, Theodore Andersson re-

marks:

Bilingual education has often been confused with the
teaching of English as a second language (ESL). . . .

Many a proponent of ESL still considers English the only
'proper medium of instruction, whereas the_ advocate of
bilingual schooling considers that the mother tongue is
tbe best initial medium of instruction, to be combined
with the learning of English as a sebond language (1969,
P. 37),..

Lately, however, there appears to be a growing consen-

sus, over what "bilingual education" really-means, or at

least, what it should mean. -The current feeling seems to

be that bilingual education must provide for the use of

two languages in teaching the regular subject-matter of the

purriculum. In the words of Saville and- Troike, "Bilingual

.education is not just 'education for bilinguals,' nor iB it

merely an English as a Second Language program, although

ESL is a necessary..part. It is an educational program in

yhich two.languages are mediums.of instruction" -(1970, p.

2). 'Somewhat more specifically, Miles V. Zintz describes

the bilingual school-as follows:

3



1 A bilingual school is one in which instruction.during
the school day is afforded in more than one language.
This means that content subjects will be taught in both
languages. ffor examplej one might study his mathe-
matics in English and his history lesson in.Spanish in
a Spanish-English bilingual school (1970, p. 41).

Other authors, while affirming that bilingual educatic

.entails the use of two languages in the curriculum, stress

!the educational development of the non-English speaking

child in his native tongue. According to Armando Rodriguez

;ItBilingual education means the opportunity to teach the

;child educational concepts in all phases of the curriculum

;in his mother tongue while he is learning English" (1969,

p. 4). In any case, the current interpretation of bilingua

education Clearly excludes strictly ESL programs.as well as

'A:al regular foreign language teaching in our elementary and

bigh schoola. Perhaps the most concise description of

bilingual education to be tound in the recent literature it

'offered by A. Bruce Gaarderl. "A bilingual' school is a

*hool which uses, concurrently, two' languages as mediums c

Anstruction,in any portion of the curriculum except the lar

;gvages themselves"-(1967, p. 110),

1 The adoption of the Bilingual Education Act of 1967
1

(ESEA Title VII) affected the discussion over bilingual edu

. cation .in. two ways. First-, it was clear that passage of tY

Act would not have been possible without a dramatic shift

In public.opinion in favor of the concept .of bilingual edu-

.pation. In Bilingual Schooling in the United States,

Andersson and Boier state: "Twelve years ago there Was no-
.

12
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11Where in the country any perceptible interest in organizing

Ibilingual programs_in public schools" (1970, p. 20). Now

:that a nationwide program to promote bilingual projects has

:been written into law, it becomes important to ask: What

caused this remarkable shift in public attitude, and what

events led up to the adoption of the BEA? On the other

band, while the BEA lent support to the interpretation of

bilingual education as "instruction in two languages,"

passage of the Act did not end the debate over the issue of

,definition. As defined by the Act, bilingual education is

,flthe use of two languages,one of which is English, as med-
!

;Iums of instruction." This definition is so broad however,

:that schools having only one subject-matter course in any
;

language other than English would qualify for funding.

Therefore, in order to determine more precisely the meaning

of bilingual education under the BEA, it is necessary. to

;examine the types of programs actually established under the

!":"
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1.2. Purpose and Limitations of the Study

The overall purpose of this study is to investigate

the development of bilingual education in a limited American
1

context--in this case the state of California--in order to

evolve a descriptive definition of the term "bilingual edu-

cation." Beyond the following section, which attempts to

provide a background for the local situation by a descrip-

tion of the development of bilingual programs in the U.S.,

'and a discussion of typologies of bilingual education, the

study deals with two main aspects. Since an understanding

of what bilingual education "means" in the present Califor-

nia cOntext is .impossible without a look at the historical

teckground, the first aspect examines the origins of bilin-
;

gual education in the state and its development up to the

assage of the Bilingual Education Act. The second aspect,

a study of current Title VII programs, undertakes to survey

-the present extent and significance of bilingual education

!in California. This aspect involves a comparative study of

these programs and-an attempt to class.ify them into several

broad types.

While the second aspect concentrates on a study of

current programs, the purpose is description, not evaluation.

No attempt is made in this paper to assess the success or

failure of certain programs with respect to pupil perform-

ance, acceptance by the community, or the like.

4



1.3. Research Procedure

The background information used in this study was

drawn from a variety of sources, particularly from the files

of ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center), while

thellistorical treatment of bilingual education in Califor-

nia is based largely upon an analysis of bulletins, mono-

graphs, and other publications of the California State

Department of Education.

For the study of Title VII programs, the technique used

was a combination of survey by questionnaire and in-depth

'interviewing. The questionnaire (see Appendix B) was de-

signed to reveal basic information about the organization

:of Title VII programs, and contained questions under the

followinm headings: 1) Participants; 2) Objectives; 3)

Curriculum and Materials: 4) Teacher Training; and 5) Com-

munity Involvement. Beginning the first'.week of March,

,19701 the questionnaires were mailed along with a cover let-

:ter (see Appendix A) to the directors of each of the twenty-

six Title VII programs in California. A total of twenty

questionnaires were completed and returned. As it happened,

two programs that returned questionnaires had received fund-

ing as planning rather than olSerational programs. One of

:these (Santa Paula) was excluded from the study because of

lack of information on the questionnaire. The other (Santa

Barbara) was included in spite of its designation as a

planning program, because teaching operations had begun



_

after the first of the year and sufficient data was avail-

able to warrant its inclusion among the active programa.

This meant that information from the questionnaire was

available for nineteen out of the twenty-six pmgrams.

With the purpose of supplementing the information pro-

vided by the questionnaire, data was obtained from'an exam-

ination of bilingual project proposals, and a series of

visits was made to the sites of twenty bilingual programs.

During the visits to project sites, recorded interviews

yere conducted with project directors, teachers, or other

involved persons (for a list of interview questions; and

a description of persons interviewed, locations of inter-

'views, and dates, see Appendixes C and D). Since several

proarams were visited which did not return the questionnaire;

information for the study became available.from a total of

twenty-three programs.



Background of the Study

11.1. BilinFual Programs in the U.S.

In. preparation for a study of bilingual education in

California, it seems advisable to take a closer look at the

evolution of bilingual programs in the United States as a

whole. The Unitea States has never been officially declared.

a bilingual or multilingual natiOn as have, for example,

Canada, Switzerland, or the Union of South Africa, On the

.other hand, this country has always harbored a large minor-

Ity of non-English speaking citizens whose presence has

,presented a continual challenge to the educational system.

If one is to believe the popular "melting-pot" theory, all

'non-English speakers are being assimilated to the predomi,

nant languaFe and culture of the society, chiefly by means

of the free, English-speaking public school. Following the

linterpretation of William A. SteWart, one might describe

!ihe traditional policy of this cOuntry toward bilingualism

;as "the eventual elimination, by education and decree, of

.all but one language which remains to serve both official

'and general purposes" (Andersson and Boyer,1970, V. 1, p.

. 41).

However, the historical facts do not fully justify

:this view. During most of our history, one finds the exit-
;

,tence of numerous schools which made extensive use of the

'native languaae as well as Enalish in order to further the

education of non-English.speaking pupils, According to



[

'Andersson and Boyer, the history of public bilingual school-.

'ing in the United States can be divided into two parts:
1

'pre-World War I and post-1963. In the first period of

bilingual schooling, German-English schools flourished

throughout the country. Between 1880 and 1917, for example,

;German was used as a medium of instruction in schools in

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Baltimore, and New Ulm, Minne-

sota, Besides German, only French in Louisiana and 6panish

in New Mexico were used as teaching mediums in public

schools; but Norwegian, Czech, Dutch and other immigrant

languages were occasionally taught as subjects (Ibid., p.

17). In addition to bilinvual programs in public institu-
.1

tions of learning, numerous private (mainly parochial)

schools were founded in the same period. Among these were

many bilingual parochial schools established around the

turn of the century to serve Poles, Lithuanians, Italians,

'and other Catholics from Eastern and Southern Europe in

'their native languages. (For an account of the afternoon

s.nd week-end schools of these groups, see Chapter 5 in

Tishman, 1966.)

The anti-German feeling of the First World War put an

'end to the learning of German and other languages in our

public elementary schools, and it was only very recently

that bilingual programs were once more being established on

.a significant scale. The second period of bilingual school-

Ang can be said to begin in 1963 with the founding of the



!bilingual program of'the Coral Way School in Miami. This;program was adopted in an effort to accomodate the needs of.the children of Cuban refugees who were streaming into the
'Miami'area at the.rate of some 3,000 a month. With an
:enrollment of about equal numbers of monolingual Englishand Spani8h speakers, school Officials decided to initiatea completely bilingual program in grades One, two, and
three, with plans to add a higher grade each year. After-a Period of initiation into the second language, instructionIwas given in both languages on an approximately equal baSis.;In grades one through three all subjects were taught in the

evernacular.for abcut half the day, and reinforced in the;second language during the second half. In grades four and.five it was found that pupils could learn subject matterthrough the second language without the benefit of re-!teaching in the mother tongue. A group of Cuban teachers!taught the Spanish part of the curriculum, while native
Illam.ricane were responsbile for the English component. Mostof the classes were segregated, but children from both lan-

,
guage backgrounds mingled freely during such activities as;physical education, art, music, and supervised play (Anders-sOn and Boyer, 1970, v. 19.p. 18; Gaarder, 1966, pp. 11-15).

The following yeaa", 1964, saw the establishment of tworemarkable bilingual projects in the heavily Spanish-speaking area of South Texas. Perhaps.the better known isthe program of the Uniied Consolidated School District near



iLaredo. .The United-Consolidated program wa.s initially

'llaunched in the first three grades. at Nye .School, and. then

:extended to the other two elementary schools in the dis-

:trict. In the first grades, children are mixed in the

.classroom without regard to language background or intel-

!ligence quotients and spend half their time in English-

:speaking and half their time in Spanish-speaking activities.

All subjects are taught in both English and Spanish by

.*killed bilingual teachers who randomly interchange lan-

:guages throughout the day and in each class period. In the

;higher grades certain subjects are taught in Spanish or in

'English, depending on the special abilities of the teacher,

Hand the Spanish language is continued as a subject for one

class period a day. Originally dubbed a "biliteracy" pro-

iram, the teaching stresses the.development of all language

*kills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) in both

E5panish and English. Most of the Spanish materials used in

'lathe program are from Mexico (Andersson and Boyer, 1970, v..

1, pp. 18-19; Carter; 1970, pp. 192-198; Gaarder, 1966, pp.

1011).

In the same.year.as the.founding-of the United '7.,onsol-

Adated.Program, the Language Research Project was begun in
1.

!the San AntOnio Independent School District. This program,

directed by Thomaa A. Horn of the University of Texas and

developed under the auspices of Elizabeth Ott of the South-

west Regional Laboratories, differs from..the United Consol-



lidated and Dade County programs in its relatively limited

!emphasis on the use of Spanish. Originally designed as an :

!experiment to teach reading readiness in.English to Mexican,-

:American youngsters of disadvantaged backgrounds, the Pro-

ject was expanded to include a Spanish component and in

1967 was designated. as "bilingual." Subjects taught bilin-

.gUally now include language arts, science, and social stu-

dies. The Spanish component is taught by native speakers--

!either the regular classroom teacher or another who ex-
i

changes with the teacher (Carter, 1970, pp. 189-192; Anders-

:son and Boyer, 1970, -v. 1, p. 19). The limited nature of

the Spanish aspect of the curriCulum--some eighty minutes

dak--suggests to Andersson and Boyer that "this program

!ls acre concerned with the transfer than with maintenance

(:)1" Spanish as such. Spanish is used essentially to build

!the self-concept of children and to facilitate their,learn-
i

iing of English as the eventually exclusive medium of learn-

iing" (Ibid., p. 19).

The next few years witnessed the growth of bilingual

!programs all over the country. Most were programs in

Spanish-English bilingual education. Bilingual programs

started in Pecos, New Mexico, and Edinburgh, Texas, in

1965, In the next year similar programs were established

in the Harlandale Independent School District of San

:Antonio; in Del Rio, TexaS; Zapata, Texas; in Calexico,

California; Marysville, California; and Rough Rock, Arizona.

21
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The following group of programs began in 1967: Las Cruces,

:New Mexico; Hoboken, New Jersey; Corpus Cristi, Texas; Del

'Valle, Texas; and St. Croix, Virgin Islands (Ibid.). The

culmination of this activity came with the passage of the

Bilingual Education Act of 1967. Under the previsions of

the Act, seventy-five bilingual programs, some of'them

pre-existing and others newly developed, Were funded for the

.1969-70 school year. .(For a brief description of these pro-

grams, see Ibid., pp. 256-290.)

How can one account for.the remarkable rebirth of

bilingual education-in America after 1963? The phenomenon

is not easily explained, but a number of factors appear to

;have brought about this result. Certainly, by the begin-

!nine of the seccnd half of the twentieth century it had

:become clear that bilingualism waS increasingly desirable

:for the nation. America's greatly expanded role in foreign

!affaris, involving diplomacy, trade, technical assistance,

!education, health, and all other aspects of international

!relations called for large numbers of bilingual-bicultural

.citizens to represent us in the forums of the world. Unfor-

.tunately it appeared that the policies of acculturation

'and assimilation had proceeded-so far as to threaten .the

very existence of our "natural" bilinguals--immigrants and

the descendants of immigrants who grow up speaking their

ilative languages. As a consequence people began to think

morein terms of.preser.ving these natural language resources,

22
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r-
lby education or other means. Joshua Fishman sums up this

;change in attitude as follows:

After many generations of neglect and apathy, American
speakers of non-English languages have, of late, become
ob,lects of more positive attention than has commonly
been their lot in most American communities. They are
now more frequently viewed as commanding a rare commod-
ity, a skill which has suddenly become a valuable asset
_for the country (1966, p. 319).

Another powerful influence contributing to the rise of

'bilingual education was the growing recognition of the spe-

cial educational needs of Spanish-speaking people in the

Southwest. Since the conquest of the Southwest by English-

speaking Americans in 1848, Spanish-speakers in the states

'of Arizona, California, Texas, New Mexico, and Colorado

had been subject to various kinds of discriminatory treat-

ment. Lawrence B. Glick asserts that: "many communities

,LIn the Southwesg. enforced the segregation of this

,group in schools and in housing, restricted their level of

!employment, and prohibited their participation in public
1

affairs such as service on juries and police forces" (1969,

p. 95). Ln the first two decades of this century, concern

'for the education of the Mexican-American was minimal.

According to Thomas P. Carter, "Educators shared society's

.view of the Mexican-American as an outsider, one who was

never expected to participate fully in American life" (1970,

p. 9). Mexican-Americans were held to innately inferior in

intelligence, which in turn was thought to justify placing

them in segregated schools. Since many Mexican-American

23
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!children were attached to families of roaming farm workers,

;no attempt was made to develop long-range programs for

;these children, and in some districts they were even dis-

,couraged from attending school at all (Ibid., p. 68).

However, by the 1930's one finds evidence of an

increasing public concern for the education of the Mexican-

'American. Beginning'in this.period, and especially in the

years following World War II, numerous teachers' confer-

ences and workshops were held to discuss the special educa-

tional problems of Mexican-American students. Typical of

'such meetings was the First Regional Conference on the Edu-

cation of the Spanish-Speaking People in the Southwest,

'held in Austin, Texas, in 1946. The conference called

,attention to the pooattendance and low academic achieve-

;ment of Mexican-Americans, and asked for such changes as an

:end to segregation, improved teacher training, the develop-

;ment of better methods for teaching Engliih, and improve-

:ment in school physical facilities. In the 1950's and

0960's the civil rights movement brought a heightened aware-

;ness of the plight of the Mexican-American and the tendency

to view his problems as characteristic of low socio-economic

,status (Carter, 1970, pp; 12-1.3). An important step toward

the broadened recognition of the educational deficiencies

of this group came with an analysis of the 1960 census,

1which showed that the Spanish-surnamed student in the five

Southwestern states fell an average of 4.0 years in educa-

2 4
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Itional attainment behind his Anglo counterPart in the age

4roup of 14 years or older (Rodriguez,. 1969, p. 8). Then

!in 1966, the National Education Association. (NEA) issued

booklrA entitled The Invisible Minority which declared

Hthat "the most acute educational problem in the Southwest is

.that which involves Mexidan-American children" (p. 1), and

yent on to recommehd bilingual education a.s a means to

;alleviating this problem.

H. The NEA pamphlet first dwells on the differences and

!special problems of Mexican-American children. The alien-

ation of these children in the school is traced to the

,alienation of the Spanish-speaking within the larger soci-

iety. Restricted by their poverty and clinging steadfastly

to their inherited language and culture, Spanigh speakers

;have become "outsiders" in their own land--an "invisible

.minority." Thus when the Spanish-speaking child comes to

school, he faces a new and threatening environment. The

'language of instruction is Ehglish, which the child may

have little or no acquaintance with. The child's difficulty

!in acquiring English is complicated by the fact that he

lacks many of the concepts and experiences familiar to most

middle-class Anglo children (National Education Association,

1966, p. 8). The total immersion .in English has other ef-

fects. Until recently, many school districts in the South-

west, especially those with high enrollments of Mexican-

American children, forbade the speaking of Spanish either

..... -
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iin the classroom or on the Tlayground. The psychological

Alarm done to the Spanish-sPeaking child is described as fol-

!lows: "In telling him that he must not speak his native

:language, we are saying to him by impliedtion that Spanish

;and the culture .which it represents are of no worth. There-

for (it follows) he is of no worth. The child develops an

!inferiority complex" (Ibid., p. 11). The result of these

,problems is educational retardation and a high drop-out

'rate among Mexican-American children, as documented in the

'figures of the Lindsay Report, Herschel T. Manuel's Spanish-
!

'Speaking Children of the Southwest, and other sources.

The NEA report then describes a number of experimental

.projects_in bilingual educatio# in order to point out some

!of the more constructive approaches to the problems of

iSpanish-speaking children. Based of its observations of

!bilingual programs in various parts of the Southwest, the

!report comes to the following conclusion:

!
The Laredo program and other similar programs that we
observed in our Survey--plus our own experiences and
independent studies--have persuaded us beyond any doubt
of the validity of bilingualism. . . . It can be a
tool--indeed the most important tool--with which to edu-*
cate and motivate the Mexican-American child. It can be
the means by which he achieves an affirmative self-
concept--by which he comes to know who and what he is,
.takes pride in his heritage and culture, .and develops a
sense of his own worth (Ibid., p. 17).

Finally, the report makes a weries of recommendations

.for, desirable,programs for Mexican-Americans. Some of.the

recommendations include the following: 1) bilingual

(tpanish-English) instruction in the earlY years and contin



!uing through high school; 2) teaching of English as a sem-

md language; 3) emphasis on literary skills in Spanish;

'4) courses which help the Mexican-Ameigican children develop

,a pride in their culture and language; 5) use of bilingual

1

,teachers and tea.cher aides. Still, the report takes pains

,to underline the fact that programs must differ according

to the geographical location and the make-up of the stu-

'dents. For example, it is noted that a program for

Spanish-speaking students in Colorado who have had little or-

'no formal training in Spanish would have to differ radically

:from a program provided for recent immigrants from Spanish-

speaking countries who have acquired a high level of liter-

acy in their native language (Ibid., pp. 17-18, 26).

The NEA report was follcwed by a series of conferences

,and actions which recommended bilingual education as the

.appropriate path to improve the educational status of

Mexican-Americans. As noted, most of the programs initiated

in the second period of bilingual education were Spanish-

English programs; and by far the largest percentage of these

'were aimed at Mexican-American children in the Southwest..

,In 1967 Senator Ralph Yarborough of Texas, author of 3.428,

a bill designed to develop bilingual programs for Spanish-

speakers, could argue that: "If it were not for the

Mexican-American problem, you would not have bilingual edu-

cation. The fact that we have millions and millions of

Mexicans makes that a national problem" (U.S. Senate, 1967,

,p. 479).
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11.2. Typologies of Bilingual Programs

A brief glance at the development of bilingual educa-

:tion in the U.S. since 1963 gives an indication of the var-

iety of plans possible in a bilingual prograth. Bilingual

programs can differ greatly in objectives, pupil make-up,

curricular structure, methodology, and many other respects.

Recent literature on bilingual education gives recognition

to the complexity of the subject. Within the last few

years several attempts have been made to simplify the sub-

lject of bilingual education bY classifying bilingual pro-

grams into varicus types, according to differences in the

areas.just mentioned.

Certainly the most comprehensive or inclusive of the

'typologies of bilingual programs is William F. Mackey's

!Typology of Bilingual Education, which was.referred to ear-

nier in this paper. Because of the ambiguity of the term

Ilbilingual school," Mackey felt that bilingual education

could not be taken as an object for research. He therefore

,attempted to construct a typology of bilingual programs that

would take all possible combinations of factors into ac-

'count, one that would enable a person to "classify cases

ranging from the unilingual education of bilingual children

ln unilinguai communities to the bilingual education of uni-

'lingual children in bilingual communities" (1970, p. 65).

In order to be of use to researchers, a typology of bilin-

gpal education would have to be based on certain. objective

criteria. Mackey finds such criteria in the pattern of
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!distribution of the languages in the home, in the curric-

ulum of the school, in the community, and in the status

of the languages themselves.

The most crucial aspect of the four dimensions in

:Mackey's typology, and the one dealt with _at greatest

;length, concerns the pattern of/languages in the school

icurricUlUm. Mackey notes that a:bilingual school may use

:one, or two or more lánguages as mediums of instruction.

;Single-medium (S) schools may be bilingual to the extent

Ithat they serve children whose native tongue differs from

that of the school, the area, or the natiOn. Schools that

employ mcre than one language-for instructional purposes

lare called dual-medium (D) schools. .In a dual7medium schod,
1

!languaaes may be given equal (E) or different (D).distribu-
,

!tions in the curriculum. As seen on a time scale, the pat-

itern of development may be one cf maintenance (M) of two or

-imore languages, or of transfer (I) from one to the other.

Ihe direction of change is categorized as acculturation (A)

'fir it is toward assimilation into a dominant culture, or

!as irredentism (I) if it moves toward integration into a

1.iesurgent one. Finally, the rate of transfer from One med-

Aut to'the other may be Complete (C) or gradual ). Var-

ious combinaticns of factors produce ten possible types of

:bilingual curricula, ranging from SAT (Single-Medium Accul-
,

;tural Transfer), in which theschool is completely accul-

tural 'andtakes no account of the language of the home, io

)DEMADUal-Medium Equal Maint(mance) ,where the school. em7-
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!ploys both languages equally in all areas of the cui-riculum

!(Ibid., pp. 66-72).

Although Mackey's system of clasgification offers the

:most comprehensive treatment of the typologies, many of his

programs are not bilingual in the sense of involving "in-

.struction in two languages." Most typologies of bilingual

education are based on narrower considerations, such as the

'objectives of the program, or student or scheduling charac-

teristics. An example of a typology based largely on the

'Characteristics of the student population is that proposed

:in Joseph Michel's "Tentative Guidelines for a Bilingual

,Curriculum" (1967, pp. 13, 16). Michel's typology consists

of three basic models, each of Which reflects the differ-

ences in the language background of the students. The first

plan is that of the United Consolidated Schools in Laredo,

,where few if any of the children are completely monolingual

:in Spanish or English. This program mixes Ehglish- and

Spanish-speaking children in the same class under the direc-

tion of a bilingual teacher who conducts activities in both

;languages. In areas in which the children enter the school

;as monolinguals or very nearly, a second type of bilingual

.program becomes appropriate. This kind of program is simi-

'lar to that of the bilingual school at Miami, where children

'are segregated in the first years of school and then brought

together once'they have attained sufficient capability in

the seccnd language. A third type of program is designed

:for schools in which all or nearly all of the students are
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ISpanish-speakers, 'Here one might begin by teaching mostly

iin Spanish, and then gradually increase the proportion of

'English as the language of instruction.

In "Organization of the Bilingual School" (1967), A.

.Bruce Gaarder offers a typology which, while recognizing

the importance of student background, gives greater stress

'to scheduling factors as a basis for classifying bilingual

Trograms. In Gaarders words, "the most important factors

entering into the structure of bilingual schools are the

time:allowed for each of-the languages, the treatment and

;use of each language and whether the language which is

'added.to the previously existing system is the mother tongue

:or notAp. 112). Gaarder sees _two basic types of bilingual

!programs; 1) those which give equal time and treatment to

the languages in the curriculum; and 2) those which give un-

'equal time and treatment. The first type employs both lan-

,guages as teaching mediums throughout the curriculum, and

,is exemplified by the Coral Way School at Miami. The second

;type of bilingual program, where one language is kept _in a

subordinate position, is much more common in schools

:throughout the world. Unequal time and treatment programs

in the United States inClude thoSe which se the home lan-

guage of non:-English speaking pupfls to teach courses such

as Spanish arts or literature for one class period a day.

Either type of-program may also be classified as one-way or

two-way. Two-way schools, unlike one-way schools, include

'children from both language bArorgroundd (Ibid., pp. 111-1.17).



Another typology which bases its classification large-

ly on the consideration of. organizational factors in the

!curriculum is that presented by Horatio Ulibarri in Bilin-

,Fual Education; A Handbook_for Educators (1970 ). Ulibarri

'distinguishes three general types of programs. The first

type is one which initiates instruction in the vernacular

and then gradually shifts over to English as the medium of

'instruction. In this.type of program, which aims at the

acculturation of minority children, the vernacular is phased

!out of the program as soon as the child is able to use Eng-

.1.ish. A second type of program is that which maintains

:instruction in both languages throughout the duration of

.the curriculum. Such a prograM may use both languages as

.mediums of instruction in any or all subject areas. This

,kind af program typically emphasizes language development

in bott. the native and second'language, and both materials

iand teaching techniques are bilingual. The third type of

jprogram is the bilimsual-bicultural program. The bilingual-

:bicultural program stresses not only development in tWo

1.anguages, but the learning of .two cultural systems; and

;cultural materials make up an integral part of the curric-

;ulum.

A further kind of typology is that which is based on

an assessment of the objectives of a program, whether they

:are the stated objectives or those inherent in the approach

'curricular structure, or methodology of a T'rogram. Joshua

4"ishman discusses such a typolOgy in Bifin ual Education in
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!Sociolinguistic Perspective, a paper delivered at the 1970

,meeting of TESOL. Finding that bilingual programs often

'ignore the language goals of the commUnity in developing

:their rationales, Fishman proposes a typology that 'looks to

:the kinds of soCiolinguistic development implied In the pro-
!

gram objectives and suggests that various kinds of programs

assume and lead tc.particular societal functional conditions

'on the part of the languages taught" (p. 3).

Fishman discusses four broad categories of bilingual

!education programs based on various kinds of community and

!school objectives. They are: 1) transitional bilingualisill;

!2 monoliterate bilingualism; 3) partial bilingualism; and

A) full bilingualism. Transitional bilingualism is typical

iof bilingual programb which use the non-English language in

the early years of school only so .long as the child requires

J.t, to "adjust to school" or to "master subject matter:"

!Such programs do not aim at the development of speaking and

Igriting skills in both languages, but rather State such

:goals as "increasing overall achievement of Spanish-speaking

.jltudents by using both Spanish and English!as media of in--

struction in the primary grades" (Ibid.,. p. 4). In the

-category f Imonoliterate bilingualism" are programs which

'encourage the development of the child's oral ability in

both languages, but do not attempt to inculcate literacy

skills in the.native tongue. Such programs are midway be-

'tween those which aim at language shift and those which

'encourage language maintenance. The third type of program,
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rthat of partial bilingualism, strives to develop literacy

skills ii both languages, but restricts the use of the moth-

ler tongue to a particular field or subject-matter. In this

.kind of program, subjects taught in the mother tongue usu-

ally include social studies, literature, and other culture-

related material. Finally, in programs which emphasize full

bilingualism as their main objective, both languages are

used in all areas of the curriculum. This type of program

aims at maintenance and development of the non-English lan-

guage (Ibid., pp. 5-8).

From this brief examination of the typologies of bilin-

gual education, it is possible to make two observations rel-

evant to the purpose of this study. First, it is clear that

:since Mackey's system of classification is too comprehen-

sive to permit a broad categorization of bilingual programs,

his typology cannot be adopte.d in toto, though-his termin-

ology might be appropriate to describe certain aspects of

the bilingual program. Secondly, the description of typol-

'ogies has shown the interdependence of three crUcial fac-

tors in the bilingual program: objectives, participants-,

'and curriculum. For examplel Michel's classification points

.up the importance of student background in the organization

of the bilingual program, and Fishman's typology shows how

the sociolinguistic objectives of 'a program are reflected in

the curricular structure. Therefore, in setting up a typol-

ogy of California bilingual programs, at least these three

areas must-be taken into consideration:
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III. The Development of Bilingual EducatiOn in California

III.1. The Problem: Educating .the Mexican-American

The origins of bilingual educatiOn in California, as

in other parts of the Southwest, can be traced to a growing

awareness in recent years of the educational needs and prob-

lems of the Mexican-American. While California in many ways

represents a unique political entity in the area7-it is

easily the richest, most populous, and probably education-

ally the most progressive of the five Southwestern states--

a recounting of its treatment of the Mexican-American makes

a dismally familiar story. California was first colonized

by Spanish-speaking people, though the number of early set-

tlers was never large. During the first half of this centu-

ry the size of the Spanish-speaking population was augmented

by a continual flood of immigrants from Mexico. Many of

these peoplpwere from impoverished rural backgrounds and

came to work as agricultural laborers on the rich farmlands

of the central and southern Valleys. Mexican immigrants

soon became stereotyped as "poor, itinerant farm workers."

Speaking a different language and economically on the bottom

rung of society, they frequently encountered the hostility

and prejudice of their better-established "gringo" neighbors.

Discrimination against Mexican-Americans in California towns

was widespread and sometimes quite obvious, taking such

forms as the refusal of service at restaurants, restrictions

in housing and employment, and the barring of "non-whites"

from public facilities such as parks and swimming pools
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California'State Department cf Education 5ereafter CSDE7,

1952, p. 3; Cooke, 1948, pp. 418-419).

Along with discrimination in other aspects of social

life went segregation in the schools. A law enacted in

1885 and amended in 1893 provided for the segregation of

Indians and Oriental in California public schools. To many

administrators this included "Mexicans." It was the custom

in California that Mexican-Americans were segregated at

least until they had acquired a basic grasp of English; and

separate schools for "Mexicans" and "Americans" were common

in many localities (Ibid., p. 418). In the early years

people did nct view this segregation unfavorably. One can

accept W. Henry Cooke's statement that:

It did not look like discrimination twenty-five years
ago to furnish these people with a small school and a
teacher or two. The building did not have to be much
better than their homes. The teacher miFht have been
just anybody whc would go "down there"; no results were
to be expected. Mexican people were roving workers who
were a charge upon any school district (Ibid.).

Segregation of Mexican-Americans was never absolute,

for the larger schools districts soon abolished the practicq

and parents of Mexican descent with sufficient influence

could usually have an exception made for their children.

Still, the practice continued to receive official sanction

in many districts until 1948, when a federal court ruled in

favor of five MexiCan-American fathers who sought to pre-

vent the assignment of their children to separate schools

in Orange County. (For a discussion of the case, see Ibid.,
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pp. 417-419; or Phillips, 1949.) Even beyond that date de

facto segregation remained widespread as a result of re-

strictive housing practices.

Although individuals in the schools system had nc doubt

long been aware of the educational problems of Mexican-.

Americans in California, it was not until the early postwar

.period that state offiCials began to take full cognizance

of the situation and to urge that special attention be giv-

en to meeting the needs of these children. In 1952 the

State Department of Education issued a handbook entitled

Teacher's Guide to the Education of Spanish-Speaking Chil-

dren. The handbook takes due note of the economic and

social deprivations of Mexican-Americans,.and of the cul-

tural isolation of this group resulting from discrimination.

'While the school cannot deal directly with such problems,

it can and must act to "eliminate all inequalities that ex-

ist between their educational opportunitieS and those pro-

vided other children" (p. 9).. Segregation of these children

is discouraged, and the primary function of the school in

their acculturation to the rest of society is affirmed:

"The school plays a major role in the acculturation of

Spanish-speaking children. As the school teaches a new

language, it must also teach a new way of behaving" (p, 3).

Essential to the child's acculturation is his mastery of

English,-and the handbook devotes considerable attention to

the Problems of teaching ESL. The teacher is advised to



"keep in mind that he is teaching a language that is foreign

to the children" (p. 38), and that he must employ special

techniques and provide the children with constant practice

if he expects them to learn Enszlish properly.

As a result of natural increase and a wave of immigra-

tion from Mexico in the 1950's, the necessity of providing

for the educational needs of Mexican-Americans became even

monaacute. It was estimated that the number of Spanish

surnames in California increased by 88% in the decade from

1950 to 1960. The estimate cn the 1960 census showed that

from 11,000 to 15,000 school-age youngsters were the off-

spring of Mexican nationals who had immigrated to this coun-

try within the previous four years (CSDE, 1964b, p. 20).. la

1963 the California State Legislature took a limited step

toward recognizing the language handicap of these children'

by allocating 050,000 for a two-year, pilot English program

for foreign-born mincrs in Imperial and San Diego Counties.

In the eight school districts participating in the project,

children received special English instruction for an extra

half-hour or hour a day in small classes which usually met

before or after regular school hours. The program was

extended in 1965 to the whole state, and native as well as

foreign-born children became eligible for the special

instruction (CSDE, 1964a, pp; 32-33).

In the same year as the founding of the ESL projects

in Imperial and San Diego Counties came further evidence



of the state's concern for its non-English speaking stu-

dents. In 1963 the State Department of Education requested

a grant from the federal government to develop guides for

teaching English as a Second Language to elementary school

pupils. As described in the proposal to the project, the

guides would be aimed primarily at Spanish-speaking stu-

dents, althoug:h consideration would also be given to the

needs of children from other language backgrounds. The

guides would be designed to provide a "sequential series of

lessons based on audio-lingual principles of learning" (cspg

1964b, p. 1)4 and would contain directions to aid teachers

in presentinR the lessons. The chief advantage of the

guides was seen as follows: "Use of the guides would ena-

ble teachers to give specific instruction in learning to

understand and use English proficiently, and would thus

increase the capacity of the children to profit from in-

struction in other subject matter areas" (Ibid.). The en-

tire project would be develoPed over a two-year period at

the Uhiversity of California, Los Angeles, under the direc-

tion of.four qualified linguists. What eventually issued

from the project were the very successful and widely.:.used

H200 series of ESL materials.

Simultaneous with these events, the Legislature took

action to provide assistance to children of deprived cul-

tural and socio-economic backgrounds by passing the McAteer,

or Compensatory Education Act. A number of programs devel-
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oped under the Act were designed specifically to improve

the educational opportunities of Mexican-American children.

These projects often differed in approach, scope, and objec-

tives; but particular emphasis was placed on the develop-

ment of the larq.lage arts and especially reading. One pro-

gram in Los Angeles involved the assignment of two extra

teachers to a school to achieve one or more of the following

purposes: 1) to lower the pupil-teacher ratio; 2) to teach

English to Spanish-speaking students; 3) to teach remedial

reading (CSDE, 1964b, p. 46). In some of the programs for

Mexican-Americans activities were conducted ir. Spanish as

well as in English. For example, in a project at the Ten-

aya Junior High School in Merced pupils were testad on their

ability to read, write, and speak Spanish; and then placed

in homogeneous classes where they received instruction in

Spanish lanauage and culture for one period a day (CSDE,

1965, p. 19).

The rising concern for the education of the Mexican-

American is shown by the fact that in 1964 the State Depart-

ment of Education held two weekend conferences to discuss

the subject: one at Garden Grove (Orange County) on Febru-

ary 14-15; and one at Oxnard (Ventura County) on October

16-17. At the conferences members attended speeches, panel

discussions, and study sections which dealt with different

aspects of Mexican-American education. Topics discussed

include: the progress and special problems of Mexican-

Americans; the need for teachers to understand their cul-
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tural differences; the importance of gaining the confidence

of Mexican-American parents; the characteristics of an

effective ESL program; the in-service training of teachers

for Mexican-Americans, etc-. Much of the discussion centered

on the necessity for improving the English capabilities of

the students so that they could cope more effectively.with

the requirements of the regular curriculum. There was lit-

tle talk, as yet, about the need for "bilingual education."

But. Julian Samora, one of the speakers at the Orange County

Conference, way have been anticipating future developments

in that direction when he posed the question:

Can the curriculum be changed in such a way that it,takes
advantage of the cultural resources of this group-- their
language, their history, their.cultural heritage-.- thus
producing a bilingual child cognizant of his rich heri-
tage, who is not ashamed of who he is? (CSDE, 1964b, p.
46).
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111.2. The Impact of Federal Legislation

In the 1960s California's educational plans came more

and more under the influence of federal policies to enhance

the rights of 'disadvantaged minority children. In one area,

the. SUpreme Court desegregation decisions of the previous

decade (along with the rising Militancy of the civil rights

movement) spurred the state to take active steps to promote

integration in the public schools. In 1965 the California

School Board Association .stated that administrators should

be encouraged to "analyze the extent of racial imbalance in

their district and take steps to aMeliorate any imbalances

which are found to exist" (quoted in Carter, 1970, i). 73).

While complying with pressures for integration, California

also felt the increasing impact of compensatory federal

legislation in the area of education. The Eational Defense

Education Act (NDEA) of 1956, for example, authorized funds

to provide supplementary counseling and guidance services

for disadvantaged.students, and to assist the training of

teachers for these students. With the approval of Congress

the Office of Economic Opportunity launched Project Head

Start, an undertaking which aimed at providing -preschool

programs for large numbers of disadvantaged pinority Chil-

dren. However, the single most important piece of compen-

satory legislation enacted in-this period was the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). of 1965. Titles I, III,

and V of the ESEA provided funding for a wide range of pro-

grams undertaken on behalf of Mexican-American children in
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California.

Title I of the ESE:1 authorizes grants to local educa-

tional agencies serving areas with a high percentage of

children from low-income families to improve and expand

their educational programs. California received an .alloca-

tion of $77,975,73 in Title I funds for the 1965-66 school

year.. Remedial reading and English as a Second Language

wereimportant activities of Title I progr ms involving

Mexican-Americans.in California. ESL classes were often

experimental and used a variety of approaches, including

English laboratories and bilingual teachers. In some dis-

tricts Mexican-American children who could not speak English

were given intensive instruction in both Spanish and Eng-

lish. The assumption was that students would improve in

English more rapidly if their facility in Spanish and pride

in their native culture were enhanced (CSDE, 1967a, pp. 1-

16). Through 1966 amendments.to Title I, the education of

children of migrant agricultUral workers became a special

focus of attention. Since most of the migrant children were

Mexican-Americans with limited facility in English, language

instruction was strongly emphasized. A special feature of

the migrant programs was the Use Of Spanish-speaking teacher

aides who provided individualized instruction for the chil-

dren and helped to maintain direct contact with the parents

(CDSE, 1968b, p. 18).

Another important source of funding for new programs

for Mexican-Americans came under Title III of the ESEA.
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Title III provides grants to local .educational agencies to

establish "innovative" and "exemplary" programs for disad-

vantaged students. It was expected that projects would pro-

vide services not previously available and develop methods,

materials, and curricula that would serve as mcdels for

other programs. California received 05 996,364 in Title III

funds for Fiscal Year 1966, Among the programs aimed at

Mexican-Americans were ademonstration-research. center in

Stockton to test out methods in teaching beginning reading

to bilingual students, and a project in San Diego County to

demonstrate exemplary methods and materials in teaching ESL

(U.S. Office of. Education, 1968, pp. 4-5). Also with the

aid of Title III funds, a model bilingual program for

Mexican-American students in grades 7, 8, and 9 was estab-

ished in Calexico. The Calexico project represents a

significant departure from most programs hitherto developed

for Mexican-Americans. Until that time feW programs had

emphasized the teaching of Spanish,although earlier programs

had used Spanish on a limited basis for purposes such as to

raise the Self-.esteem of the students and.to communicate

with parents. The Calexico project, on the other hand, was

one of the first in California to propose'the teaching of

major academic subjects in both English and Spanish.

The Calexico program arose out of a very strongly felt

need to provide special education for the:local Mexican-

American population. Calexico., California, with approxi-

mately. 9,400 inhabitants,.is located in the lush Imperial



Valley adjaCent to the Mexican border. The Calexico area

is largely dependent on agrieulture for its economy. With

the termination of the bracero program, the area recently

experienced a large influX of Mexican.immigrants who came

seeking employment as farm workers. Large numbers of

Spanish-speaking children entered the school system as-a

result of this migration, and by 1966 Mexican-Americans

'comprised nearly 85% of the school population. In January

of the same year the Calexico Union High School applied to

the federal government for a planning grant tO identify the

general educational needs of persons in the area.. It was

found on the basis of teacher reports' that a significant

number of pupils were not making adequate progress due.to

their lack of facility in English. The edUcation of older

students was felt to be a special area of concern:

These pupils ffn junior high and high schoolg, due to
their chronOlogical age, so close to the potential.drop-
cut age, are in special need of instruction in their
native language of Spanish in academic areas. They will
need to be kept in the mainstream of learning and the
actual acquisiticn of knowledge while they are in the
process of acquiring, mastery in the English language
(Calexico Union High School, 1966, p.

In response.to these needs, a bilingual education pro-

gram in 'grades 7, 8, and 9 was planned to begin operation

In the 1966-67 academic year. Although the Project would

serve mainly Mexican-Americans, Anglo students were also

included in the program since the ultimate goal was to "have

all children of the Calexico.School District become bilin-

gual" (Ibid., p. 4). English-speaking pupils in the program.



would be given instruction in Spanish as a foreign language,

while Spanish-speaking pupils would be taught ESL. In order

to promote self-concept and to develop literacy in the

native language, Spanish speakers wduld also receive spe-

cialized instruction in Spanish grammar, literature, and

composition. Languages would be taught by native speakers

proficient in the use of audio-lingual methods. It was

proposed that subject areas such as social studies and

mathematics be taught bilingually in classes where learners

were grouped according to proficiency in English and Span-

ish. For the Spanish aspect of the program, the district

would attempt to procure Spanish language materials whose

content paralleled that found in state-adopted textbooks..

Once a student acquired sufficient proficiency in English,

he would be transferred to the regular English-language

classes (Ibid., p. 5ff.; Calexico Unified School District,

1967, p. 4ff.).

The enactment of Title-V of the ESEA also had impor-

tant consequences for the education of Mexican-Americans in

California. Title V authorizes direct grants to state edu-

cational agencies to help improve their "leadership re-

sources," that is, their capacity to initiate educational

change on a statewide soale. With funding from Title V,

the State Department of Education established the Mexican-

American Education Research Project in 1966. The primary

objective of the'. Project was to coordinate the efforts of

interested agencies and individuals in an attempt to dis-
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cover new ways of improving the education of Mexican-

American children in California. As one of its primary

activities, the Project undertook to evaluate the needs and

present status of Mexican-American children in California

public schools. From November 1966 to April 1967 it con-

ducted a statewide survey by questionnaire. Among the find-

ings, it was discovered that only a few of the districts

where significant numbers of these children were enrolled

offered any district-wide programs for Spanish-speaking

children (Plakos, 1967, p. 11). The Project also developed

two smaller research studies to assess the strengths and

weaknesses of Mexican-American students in the communities

of Wasco and San Ysidro. Tlae studies confirmed earlier

reports that Mexican-Amer!!c .4 fell progressively behind

other students in perceptual m-Itor development and academic

achievement. Mexican-American students also suffered from

a lowered celf,concept, apparently the result of the con-

fllcting demands of An;., and Mexican cultures (CSDE, 1968c.

PP. 23-29; Palomares, 1967, p. 28ff.).

In its search for new methods of teaching Mexican-

American children, the Project pioneered the development

of a bilingual project in Marysville, an agricultural com-

munity in Northern California. In the fall of 1966, a.

group of nineteen.Spanish-speaking children ranFing in age

from 6 to 10 years were selected for.En exp-rimental pro-

gram at the Mary Covillaud School. 1.be purpose.of the

project was to devise a curriculum that would serve the
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special needs of these children and aid their tranaition to

the normal school program. All subjects were taught by an

experienced bilingual teacher with the assistance of a bi-

lingual teacher aide who was a natiVe of Mexico. Content

areas in arithmetic, history, geography and science were

adapted in Spanish, and the children learned to read syl-

lables first, and then words in their native language.

English was taught on an cral basis using the H200 materi-

als developed at UCLA, with incidental learnings accruing

from daily contact with English-speaking pupils on the

playground, in physical education, music, art, and other

.school affairs. Music as a bilingual activity-was espe-

cially stressed: "Several times a week, other primary

classes wculd drop in and join the singing, sometimes in

English and sometimes in Spanish as both groups exchanged

songs and finger plays" (Thonis, 1967, p. 16). By the end

of the academic term seven pupils who had made sufficient

progress in English and in content matter via Spanish were

recommended to join the regular classes for the next school

year. Favorable aspects of the program were seen in the -

"increased Confidence of the pupils, their improved partici-

pation in class, their expanded use of language, both Span-

ish and English, and the approval of parents" (Ibid.,.p.

17).

As indicatedvearly efforts to improve the education

of Mexican-Americans in California concentrated largely on

the development of ESL, remedial reading, and other compen-
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satory programs which used English as the medium of instruc-

tion. Although a few Of these Programs may have called

themselves "bilingual," bilingual instructional programs

such as those at Calexico and Marysville were in a distinct

minority. In a speech before the Southwest Council of For-

eign Language Teachers in 1967, Julia Gonsalves remarked:

We find in California, as we find elsewhere in the nation,
programs which are erroneously labeled "bilingual." If
we accept the dicticnary definition of "bilingual" as
containing, expressed in, or using, two languages," we

find a relatively few number of districts Offering com-
plete bilingual programs (p. 62).

Gonsalves Mentions'the existence of only two other bilingual

programs beaides the Calexico and Marysville projects.

These programs, located in Cakland-and San Jose, also in-

volved the teaching of content areas such as reading, mathe-

matics, or social studies in Spanish to Mexican-Americans

who had been identified as deficient in English._ By this

time, however, a trend favoring bilirigual education had

become evident in state policy..

4 9
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111.3. The Trend Toward Bilingual Education

As a result of tneir assessments of the problems of

MexicanLAmericans in California's public schools, the

Mexican American Education Research Project had soon come

to realize the, ineffectiveness of traditional approaches

in teaching Spanish-:Speaking children. The success of the

bilingual project in Marysville indicated that a possible

solution might lie in the use of Spanish to teach content

areas in the early years of school. The State Educational

Code, however, remained an obstacle to the develorment of

further bilingual proarams, since it specified that "all

schools" must be taught in the Enalish language. In 1967

the kroject recomtended to the State Legislative Committee

that the Ccde be amended to permit instruction in two lan

guages (Plakos, 1967, pp. 13-14). In an historic-move, the

Legislature followed suit by passing 5B53, later known as

the "Bilingual Bill." For the first time, the bill gives

authorization to the governing board oft.anyFschool to deter-

mine "when and under what circumstances instruction may be

given bilingually" (Gonsalves, 1967, p. 62).

The publication of the Prospectus for .Ecuitable Educa-

tional Opportunities for Spanish-SpeakinF Children marks

another important event in the trend toward bilingual educa-

tion in California. This document, issued by'the Mexican

American Educa,ion Research Project in 1967, aims to show

'how schools can develop programs that deal more effectively

. 'with the.educational rroblems of Spanish-sreaking pupils.
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The rationale for a bilingual.program for Mexican-Americans
is laid out as follows: "The high dropout rate of Mexican-,
Americans and their low achievement scores in statewide

testing suggest.these pupils cannot Suceeed if they are re-
quired to use English exclUsively in their early schooling"
(CSDE, 1967b, p. 11). Accordingly, a plamis proposed
whereby both Spanish and EnFlish are used in the first
three years of school.

The Prospectus discusses two main aspects of the bilin-
gual program: 1) the persons invol/ed in the prCgram; and
2) the orgunization of the program itself. Persons involved
in the program include pupils, teachers, teacher aides,- and
parents. The pupils-for-who-the Prosrectus was developed
are identified as native speakers of Spanish from a-low
socio-eccnomic, urban environment. It is recognized that
many of these students "have serious deficits in experience,
concert development, and language which rrevent their coring
with the traditional school program" (Ibid., p. 3). The

_-Prosrectus then describes the abilities and professional
qualifications of teachers who would participate in a bilin-
gual program. Among the special

qualifications expected of
teachers of Spanish-speaking children are: 1) fluency in
English and Spanish; 2) knowledge of the cultural background
of these students; 3) experience in Community action pro
jects; and 4) special training in workshops dealing with
Mexican-American children. Teacher aides are identified as
pk. 'sons from the community whcwork under the authority of



the teacher; and the use of $panish,speaking aides is

encouraged in order to give pupils "the extra personal

attention they need, to involve their parents in the pro,

gram, and to recruit responsible suPport from the commun-

ity" (Ibid., p. 5). To insure more effective implementa,

tion of the bilingual prograM, the Prosrectus recommends

that regular in-service training be provided fcr teac"kers

and teacher aides. The Prospectus also touches on the need

to involve parents, and suggests ways to bring them into

the bilingual program (Ibid., p. .6).

The Prospectus then lays out a plan for a type of pro-

gram that might best serve the needs of the children iden-

tified. Since these children come to school with a working

knowledge of Spanish but often little or no Command of Eng7.

lish, Spanish is especially emphasized at the beginning of

the program to teach basic concepts and to enhance the self-

image of the children.' The use of Spanish then gives way

to English in order to prepare the children for an all-

English curriculum by the beginning of the fourth year.

The following time distribution is suggested:.

Level

Kindergarten

First Grade

Second Grade

Language % of Time

Spanish 8.0

English 20

Spanish 60
Enqlish 40

Spanish 30
English 70
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According to the Prospectus, lanRuage instruction

should be audio-lingual in sequence, with listening and

speaking leading eventaully to reading and writing. There-

fore, children should begin to reed and write in their na-

tive language, Spanish. After they have learned to under-

stand and speak sufficient English they can be advanced to

'reading and writinw in English,perhaps by the end of the

seccnd year. The Prospectus recommends a number of activ-

ities which could aid in the linguistic development of these

children in either Spanish or English, and in conclusion

lists a set of materials helpful in implementing the sug-

.gested activities (Ibid., pp. 1216,

On April 13, 1967, a group of educators met at LOs

Angeles for the first annual Nuevas Vistas Conference, a

meeting on Mexican-American education sponsored by the State

Department of Education. In a sense the conference repre-

sented a culminating point in the discussion of the problem.

Many of the needs of Mexican--Americans had already been

identified. In his address to the delegates, Max Rafferty-,

Chief Superintendent of Public Instruction, mentions a few

of these:

You know that you need, first of all, bilingual teachers
who know the language and culture of the Spanish-speaking
child and who can become the bridge for them into a
bicultural world. You know that you need many kinds of
materials to break the learning gap in this period. You
know that it is necessary'to reach these parents even
before yOu get the students. . . (CSDE, 1968d, p. 5).

The cuestion remained:. How best to deal with these and the

other special needs of Spanish-speaking children? It seemed



self-evident by now that a change in the curriculum was

called for: "Attention was focussed on the curriculum

itself as a place where examination 'is needed for improving

the education for Mexican-Americans" (Ibid., p. 24).

In individual addresses and in workshops, conference

members discussed the tYpe of curriculum best suited for

Spanish-speaking pupils. Such a curriculum must, first of

allpconsider the special language needs of these children.

The Workshop on Curricultim Development advised that: "We

should guard against throwing the child into a total English

language experience. A gradual program starting with.audi-

tory experiences and branching out'from there would be more

effective" (Ibid.). In order not to retard the child's

acquisition of content material, the Workshop report recom-

mended that such material be taught in Spanish'if bilingual

personnel are available. In the opinion of other conference

participants, a program for Mexican-Americans must also take

the child's native culture into account because, according.

to Herschel T. Manuel,

knowing the child's cultural backFround is an essential
first step toward improving his educational opportunities.
Armed with th-,.s knowledge he jhe teacher7 can acquaint
the children with the world in which they live and its
history as well as its present and future (Ibid., p.

An ideal program for Spanish-speaking children, therefore,

would be at Once bilingual and bicultural. The summary view

of the conference is represented by the "Bilingual Resolu-

tion," a statement of the conference in support of legisia-



tion pending before Congress to promote the establishment

of bilingual education programs p. 34).

Although a few bilingual programs had been developed

under the- rrovisions ofthe ESEA, a rising national trend

in faver:-of bilingual education caused a demand for more

specific legislation. The extent of this demand is-shown

by the fact that in 1967 some 30 bills in the area of bilin-

gual education were introduced in Congress. In June, 1967,

Congressional subcommittees cOnducted hearings on three

bilingual bills: S.428, H.R.9840 and H.R.10224. At the

hearings California lawmakers, educators, and leaders of

various Mexican-American groups testified in favor of the

various bills. Most of those testifying supported the idea

of separate bilingual legislation. It was realized that:

State and local authorities have not been able to provide
bilingual programs for.non-English speaking children be-
cause of the avalanche of other priorities they feel they
must provide for...State and local authorities simply
have not put an emphasis on bilingual programs and on

.

solving the tragic problems of the nen-English speaking
child (from the statement'of Augustus F. Hawkins, Calif-
ornia Representative in Congress, in; U.S. House of
Representatives,-1967, p.

Reasons for the failure to.develop bilingual programs were

also seen in the lack of trained-bilingual teachers and of

bilingual materials. The hope was expressed that new legis-

lation in support_bfbilingual education programs would pro-

vide funds to help overcome these problems. (See the state-

ments of Arnold Rodriguez, Director of Community Relations,

Los Angeles City Schools, in: U.S. Senate, 1967, p. 462;

and of Dr. Irving Melbo, Dean of the University of Southern



California, Los Angeles, in: U.SA. House of Representatives,

1967, P. 256.)

Much cf the debate over the bills centered on whether
Ve,

the benefits Of bilingual education 'should be reserved pri-

marily for Spanish speakers as the nation's largest linguis-

tic minority, or be shared by other non-Ehglish speaking

groups as well. Certainly the concern fcr alleviating the

plight of Mexican-Americans was Uppermost in the ;7:Inds of

California witnesses. Speaking on behalf of 5.428, a bill

designed to develop programs exclusively for Spanish speak-

ers, 'Ricardo A. Callejo of the Spanish-Speaking Surnamed

Political Association argued that "Spanish-English bilin-

gual education be given prior5.ty based on the constitutional

precedents and cumulative problems of the Spanish-speaking"

(U.S. Senate, 1967, p. 453). Other witnesses cited figures

indicating the low educational attainment and high drop-out

rate of Mexican-Americans in California, and recommended

bilingual education as a means to'reversing this trend.

California Senator George Murphy, a co-author of S.428,

stated that "this measure. . will mark a significant step

in reversing the alarming drop-out rate among Mexican-

American school children" (Ibid., p. 422). In a similar

vein, Ernest E. Debs, a Supervisor for Los Angeles County,

expressed his conviction that the bill would "extend the

proven benefits of Operation Headstart by teaching both in

'English and in Spanish. Thus, the language barrier will be

eliminated; and Mexican-American youngsters will have an



equal opportunity in school" (Ibid., p. 432).

Although most California witnesses seemed to agree on

the advantages of bilingual education for Mexican-Americans,

there was a considerable difference of opinion on the ulti-

mate purpose .of the programs proposed in the legislation.

To soMe, bilingual progi'ams were simply a means to improving

the academic achievement of non-English speaking students.

In the words of George E. BrOwn, Representative in Congress

from California, such programs were "designed to facilitate

learning by and for these Students who find that they are

better equipped to learn in another language" (U.S. Senate,

1967, AD. 426). To others, the establishment of bilingual

programs meant rather the opportunity to cultivate the non-

English language resources of the nation. In his statement

before the House hearings on bilingual education, California

Senato Thomas A. Kuchel remarked: "So today we are here

to rec6gnize that the ability of millions of Americans to

speak Spanish and other foreign languages is a national

. asset. Our educational policy must fully reflect this vieW"

(U.S. House Of Representatives, 1967, P. 423). On the othei,

hand,'a number of witnesses expressed the viewpoint that

the truepurpose of bilingual programs was to bring the non-

English speaking children into the mainstream of American

life. For these persons, the native language would not be

taught as an end in itself, but as a bridge to the improved

learning of English: "To fully realize the letter and spir-

it of this legislation, we must insist onusing the secon-
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dary language as a means to implement and facilitate the

learning of EnF!lish as our principal national tongue" (from

the statement of Chet Holifield, Representative in Congress

from California, in: Ibid., p. 313). These differing

views on the purpose of bilingual education programs, while

not necessarily conflicting, were to be reflected in the

different types of programs later developed in California

under the Bilingual Education Act.

With the help of its California supporters, a measure

to support bilingual education programs was finally adopted

as Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Title VII, otherwise known as the Bilingual Education Act,

provided funding fcr projects in bilingual and bicultural

education in a wide variety of settings. According to the

administrative guidelines of the ct, programs eligible for

funding might emphaSize such activities as courses in the

native history and culture of the student;.efforts to im-

prove school-community relations; early childhood and adult

education programs; bilingual education for part-time pupils,

drop-outs or potential dror-outs; or bilingual courses con-

ducted by trade, vocational, or technical schools. Besides

authorizing money for the actual operation of programs,

Title VII also provided support for supplementary services

such as pre- and in-service training for teachers and the

development and dissemination of materials (CSDE, 1968a,

pp. 1-2). Funding was delayed until 1969, when a total of

10 million dollars became available. With funds from this
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appropriation, twenty-six bilingual programs began opera-

tion in California in the 1969-70 academic year.
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111.4. Summary

Bilingual education in California arose out of a

series of largely uncoordinated efforts to improve the

education of the Mexican-American which first resulted in

the development of-ESL, remedial reading, and other compen-

satory education programs. In these early programs Spanish

was occasionally used to achieve such purposes as to aid

communication with the parents and to enhance the self-

esteem of the children, but Enalish reamined the chief med-

ium of instruction. Eventually, however, due in large part

to the pioneerina efforts of the Mexican American Education

Research Project, a trend developed to establish programs

which used both English and the native languaae to teach

subjects in major curricular areas.

Nevertheless, there remained a great deal of uncer-

tainty about the concert and Purpose bf "bilingual educa-

tion." Proarams in California which did not use two lam.-

guages in teaching subject-matter were apparently still

beina called "bilingual." Because of contrasting views

concerning the needs of Mexican-Americans in different-lo-

calities, and as a result of differences in the age levels

and language backaround of students selected for bilingual

programs, early projects in bilingual education were often

quite dissimilar: Thus, in comparing the Marysville and

Calexico projects--the first two really bilingual programs

in the state--one finds little in common beyond a general

desire to help the Mexican-American and the use of Spanish-
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and English to teach subject-Matter in the curriculum. The

continued confusion over the import of bilingual education

is-also reflected in the fact that although California law-

makers seemed to approve the idea. of bilingual education for

Mexican-Americans, they apreared to differ substantially

over the ultimate purpose of bilingual programs.
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IV. Title VII Programs in California

IV.1. Objectives

The first task in the investigation of Title VII pro-

grams in California was to make a comparative study of

objectives. This proved to be ,no easy undertaking. First

.of all,- there was the problem.of, which objectives to consid-

er. Chester A. Christian, writina in the Reports of the

Third Annual Conference of the Southwest Council of Foreign

Language Teachers (1966, pp. 71-72), enumerates a total of

:fifteen possible objectives for a bilingual program, and his

list is far from exhaustive. Similarly, project proposals

for Title VII programs provide, with no mention of Priority,

long lists of objectives of various types. As described in

:these proposals, objectives of bilingual programs may em-

brace goals for the community as well as for the children

,in the program; they may be long-term or short-term; they

'may or may nct be stated in behavioral terms, etc. On the

other hand, it seems clear that not all these objectives are

'.useful in distinguishing various types of programs, nor are

they rated as equally important by the proarams themselves.-

In this paper only the long-range goals that are applicable

to the students themselves with be dealt with, since these

seem the most likely to reveal the "thrust" of a particular

program.

To determine which objectives are most preferred by

Title VII programs in California, a ranking scheme was

employed in the_cuestiontairResponderits were asked_to___
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rank a list of objectives compiled from those most 'fre-

quently mentioned in project proposals and other relevant

literature. Because of the difference in focus, objectives

for non-English speakers (X-speakers) were separated from

objectives for English-speakers (E-speakers). The five

objectives selected for the former centered on the more

practical immediate needs of minority students growing Up

in the American environment, such as development in English,

academic achievement through use of the mother tongue,

improvement of self-image, and adjustment to the dominant

society. The three objectives for E-speakers, on the other

hand, stressed the more academic values of learning a sec-

ond language and culture. In addition to the objectives

:listed, blank spaces were provided to alluw respondents to

supply their own objectives, if desired.

Of the 23 p,.'ograms which made data available for this

study, 16 supplied rankings that could be subjected to.8ta-

tistical analysis. (For the statistical formulas used in

this section, see Siegel, 1956.) The rankings of objectives

by the 16 programs for both X- and E-speaking students are

presented in Table 1. .The first thing of note concerns the

general lack of agreement over the priority of objectives.

With the exceptions of Objectives.II and V for X-speakers,

objectives are ranked in all positions at least once. The

extent of agreement as measured by Kendall's coefficient of

concordance was determined for X-speakers at .25, and for

E-speakers as .21. This corresponds to an average between-
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TABLE 1: OBJECTIVES

A. Objectives for X-speakers
I= To enable the students to gain a functional mastery of

English.
II= To improve the academic achievement of the students by using

the mother tongue to further concept development.
III= To promote the students' feeling of dignity and self-worth

by emphasizing the value of the native culture.
IV= To enable the students to develop a bilingual, bicultural

world view.
V= To help the students achieve maximum success in adapting to

the dominant society.

B, Objectives for E-speakers
I= To enable the students to gain a mastery of the second lan-

guage without detriment to their learning in English.
II= To cultivate in the students an understanding and apprecia-

tion of the second culture.
III= To develop in the students an impartial attitude toward

their own and the second culture and language.

PROGRAM RANKING OF OBJECTIVES
X-speakers E-speakers

I II III IV V I II III

. Chula Vista 3 2 1 4 5 3 2 1

2. Compton 2 1 3 4 5 - - -

3. El Monte 5 2 1 3 4 3 2 1

4. Fresno County 1 2 3 4 5 3 2 1

5. Hawaiian Gardens 2 1 3 4 5 3 1 2

6. Healdsburg 3 2 4 1 5 1 -2 3

7. La Puente 4 1 2 5 3 3 1 2

8. Los Nietos 5 4 2 1 3 3 2 1

9. Redwood City 3 4 2 1 5 2 3 1

10. Sacramento 5 2 1 3 4 2 1 3

11. St: Helena 3 1 5 2 4 - - -

12. San Francisco 1 4 5 2 3 - - -

13. Sanger 1 3 4 5 2 3 1

14. Santa Ana 3 1 2 5 4 2 1 3

15. Santa Barbara 5 1 2 3 4 3 2 1

16. Stockton 4 1 2 3 5 3 2 1

Totals 50 32 42 49 67 34 22 22
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.schools agreement as measured-by Spearman's rank order

.c-orrelation of .20 and .14-, neither of which is signif-

lcantly different from 0 at the .05 level of significance.

In spite of the overall lack of agreement in ranking,

some objectives in each group are clearly favored over

others. Of the five objectives listed for X-speaking stu-

dents, Objective II (academic achievement through use of

the mother tongue) ranks first seven times, or more than

twice as often as any other objective in the group, for a

total score of 32.* There follow in close order Objectives

III (improved self-concept through emphasis on native cul-

ture); IV (development of bilingual, bicultural world view);

and I (mastery of English); with scores of 42, 49, and 50

respectively. In contrast, Cbjective V (adjustment to the

dominant society) ranks well below the others, receiving

fifth place in eight out of sixteen cases, for a total score

of 67. In fact, a two-tailed sian test shews that schools

prefer Objective II over Cbjective V at about the .02 level

of significance. The ranking of objectives for X-speakers

sugaests that most programs place greater priority on the

development of the minority child within his own language

and culture than on his assimilation to the language and

culture of the American society. Still, the learning of

English remains a significant-goal for some programs, since

three respondents rate it as their most imuortant_, and two

*Since scores are basdd on the sums of rankings, a low
score indicates high priority.



others as their second , most important objective.

An analysis of objectives for E-speaking children also

'yields evidence of certain goal preferences. Among the

three objectives listed here, Objectives II (appreciation

of the second culture) and III (impartial attitude toward

one's own and the second language and culture) are ranked

equally over Cbjective I (mastery of the second language),

'with scores of 22 to 34. A two-tailed sign test shows pref-

erence of these two objectives over Obect1I at about a

.02 level of significance. From this result it appears that

the sponsors of bilingual programs are most interested in

a.ffecting the attitudes of E-speaking children toward the

.minority language group, and are only secondarily concerned

.about their development in the sècond language.

Turning to evidence from qUestionnaires not dealt with

jin the statistical analysis, one finds_little to alter the

!preceding description. The general lack df agreement over

objectives is underscored by the fact that respondents for

,a number of programs declined to rank the standard objec-

tives as requested. From several programs (e.g. Barstow,

Fresno City, Santa Clara) came ihe comment that the objec-

tives as listed were "al/ eoually important," thereby indi-

'eating that in these cases the standard objectives are

perhaps only marginally related to the goals as perceived

.by the programs themselves. Others changed the wording of

some objectives so as to alter their meaning substantially.
-

'For example, the respondent for the Marysville program.al.7
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tered Objective V to read "To helP the students achieve

maximum-success in content areas--math, science, etc.",

a change which underscores that Progrm's intent to improve

the academic achievement of Sranish-speaking pupils by using

the mother tongue. Write-in objectives tended to be idio-

syncratic, e.g. Compton's "Enrich our cultural scene and

enable the minority ethnic group to maintain themselves at

a culturally creative.level," or El Monte's "To effectualize

the affective domain."(1)

During the visits to program sites, persons were asked

-what they felt were the most important objectives of th-eir

program for : 1) non-English speaking students; and 2)

English-speaking students. AnsWers to this question were

jlighly varied, but in general corroberate the results of

'the questionnaire. Concerning the ob.jectives for X.,-speaking

:students, there seem to be two main bodies of opinion. For

.the first group, the development of the student in his

native language apparently receives primary consideration.

Thus, according to Adan Rodriguez, coordinator of the bilin-

gual project at Marysville, "The ideal is to have him Lae

Spanish-speaking chill.7 master the language in Spanish at

the end of the eighth or ninth grade" (personal interview).

Although few persons at bilingual.programs expressed quite

as much enthusiasm for the development of native language

abilities, many others (e.g. interviewees 'at Compton, Santa

Barbara, Santa Ana, Santa Clara) made clear that their most

A.mportant goal is to improve the academic achievement of

6 7



lX-speaking children by use of the native tongue. On the

'other hand, a second grouP feels that the.child's develop-

ment in English is their primary objective. .In the words

of Caesar Orsini, the mcst important objective for the stu-

dents of the Chinese bilingual program in San Francisco is

to "teach them English as fast as possible so they can fit

into the educational system:'.' Beyond these two

groups, a few programs prefer such goals as !'to develop

communications skills in'both languages" (Pomona); to "lift

.the self-image of the Mexican-American child" (Sacramento);

:or simply, "to help Mexican-Americans" (Brentwood).

Goals for the English-speaking students are somewhat

:less controversial. Although several interviewees mentioned

the need for the English-speaking child to acauire the sec-

ond language, goals of improvement in basic academic skills

:and cross-cultural understanding were more frequently empha-

'sized. According to Harriette Jowett,.director of the

'Fresno County bilingual project, the main objective for

'English-speaking students in their 'program is less to teach

them SPanish than to make them functional in English "be-

cause they need language development in their native

'tongue" (personal interview).- Goals which are occasionally

emphasized for E-speakers as well as for X-speakers include:

self-imaae" (Los Nietos); "to instill pride in first and

second cultures and langauges" (Redwood City); and "to Pro-

duce bilingual, bicultural individuals" (Sacramento).



IV.2. Participants

In examining various types of bilingual programs, it

is clearly important to take into consideration the back-

'ground of the students theMselves. As has been noted, at

least one typology of bilingual 'education (Michel's) is

based primarily on student characteristics. According to

Andersson and Boyer, there are two factors in the student's

background which should be.considered carefully in develop-

in a bilingual program. One of these is the child's lin-

'guistic past: that is, his preparedness to receive the

.education he needs in Ermlish or X, or both. The obvious

!sitnificance of this factor is. underlined by Atilano Valen-

icia, who states: "The type of bilingual program, the

'instructional strategies in the instructional scheme, and

!the types of materials to use must be relevant to the level

:of Spanish and English comprehension and usage" (1969, p.

.3). The second factor is the child's context--"the social

and psycholoqical impact that he can be expected to exper-

A.ence as a result.of the particular school program in which

he is placed" (Andersson and Boyer, 1970, p. 94). In
-

consideration of this factor, it is necessary to take intc

.account the child's community and his family background,

.since these are probably the two most important determinants

:of social context.

An important aspect of the investigation cf Title VII

:programs was to.determine the language background of the

itudents. __Information conCerning the native_langUage back-
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ground of students participating in various prograts was

obtained in the ouestionnaire, the results of which appear

in Table 2. Lookina first at the tothl figures, one finds

that the number 01 native Encaish speakers is given as

1,651, or approximately 38% of the total number of students.

Spanish is by far the mcst common non-English language rep-

resented: students of Spanish-speaking background number

2,576 (59%), as compared with only 137 "other" (3%). The

students of "other" language backp:round are composed large-

ly of Portuguese-speaking students in the Hawaiian Gardens

program, and the Chinese-speaking students in the bilingual

program in San Francisco.

In examining the mix of sttdents in various bilinRual

programs, one finds there are no projects composed wholly

;of E-speaking students, since this pattern was not fundable

:under the BEA. On the other hand, bilingual programs ap-

pear to-follow one of three patterns with regard to their

'student populations. In a small number of proqrams X-

speaking children are in the minority. Thus in Fresno City,

'Sacramento, and La Puente1X-speakers constitute from 16.7

to 40% of the student population. Most.programs are mixed

(i.e. contain children of both language backarounds) with

.the percentage of X-speaking students averaging somewhat

over half of the total enrollment. This type is repre-

sented by 14 of the 23 programs in the survey. However,

there are also six programs (Compton, Marysville, San

Francisco, St. Helena, and Pomona) where X-speaking students



TABLE 2: PARTICIPANTS

PROGRAM
Total #

pupils

Language Background % X-sp.

Span. E. other

1. Barstow 143 9g 41 3 62.2

2. Brentwood 28 14 14 50.0

3. Calexico 180 120* 60* 66.7

4. Chula Vista 580 513 67 88:4

5. Compton 44 44 100.0

6. El Monte 29 15 14 51.7

7. Fresno City 120 20* 100 16.7

8. Fresno County 113 87 26 76.9

9. kawaiian Gardens 170 9 54 107 68.2

10. Healdsburg 22 16 6 72.2

11. La Puente 1,240 596* 644* 40.0

12. Los Nietos 30 21 9 70.0

13. Marysville 178 178 100.0

14. Pomona .100 100 100.0

15. Redwood City 30 20 10 66.7

16. Sacramento 262 87 175 33.3

17. St. Helena 35 32 1 7 97.1

18. San Francisco 25 25 100.0

19. Sanger 56 40 16 71.4

20. Santa Ana 90 68* 22* 75.0

21. Santa Barbara 149 108 41 72.5

22. Santa Clara 40 40 100.0

23. Stockton 700 350* 350* 50.0

Totals 4364 2576 1651 137 62.2
(ay.)

*approximate; based on percentage calculations
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make up all or nearly all of the project .enrollment.

Certain important questions relating to the language

background of the students were not dealt with in the ques-

tionnaire. One of these concerns the extent of bilingualism

in the student population. Clearly, a large proportion of

X-sPeaking students could .be expected to be bilingual,

especially since many had already had a number of years of

'schocling in English.. The issue of the extent of monolin-

gualism vs. bilingualism:was brought up durina the inter-

'views. Many of the persons interviewed mentioned that

.there was a wide range of bilinaualism among their students:

in the bilingual class in Healdsburg, for example, six

'children were considered monolingual English-speakers, one

boy as monclinaual in Spanish, and the rest (16) bilingual

to varyina dearees in Spanish and Enalish. In most pro-

grams, children of E-speaking background are more likely to.

1:)e monolingual than X-speakers, since for-the most part E-

speakers have had less exposure to the second language..

Monolingual X-speakers tend to be concentrated in primary-

level programs designed exclusively for X-speaking children

(e.g. Compton, Marysville, San Francisco).

. Turnina next to the-background of the students in

their community, one finds a number of interesting trends.

First, it appears that although Title VII proarams are

located in a wide variety,of geographical settings, both

urban and rurall-the great majority are situated in urban

c?..r.,semi-urban areas which contain a.large_nonEnglish _
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speaking population. On the other hand, these minOrity

.populations tend to vary greatly in character. In some

areas they are composed largely of recent immigrants to

this country who have had little chance to mix with the

local population. The students in the Chinese bilingual

project in San Francisco, for example, are drawn largely

from a body of resent immigrants from Hong Kong who have

taken up residence in:the Chinatown district of that city.

Other programs were established in areas where members of

'the minority 'ethnic croup have lona made up part of the

'community, and are often bilingual, if nct monolingual in

'English. The Mexican-American populations of La Puente and

Pomona tend to be of this type..

Naturally, the family backgrounds of students in bilin,

gual programs tend to reflect this geographical and ethnic

;diversity. In Marysville, for example, a fair number of

:the parents of Spanish-speaking Pupils are recent arrivals

(10 out of 65), and somewhat over half of the parents were

born in Mexico (Adan Rodriguez, personal interview). How-

ever, since Title VII specified that a proportion of the

students must meet certain low-income criteria, there is

one .element in family background that characterizes chil-

dren in all programs: low socio-eccnomic status. This

is particularly true for children of the minority language

'group. Thus in Chula Vista, the percentage .of children in

the target area whose mother tongue is other than English

And who come from low-income families is estimated at 65%

. 65



(Sweetwater UniOn School District, 1969, p. 5 while in

Compton all students in the bilingual program come either

from families who are receiving AFDC (Aid to Families with

DePendent Children) allowances, or whose incOme is under

$3600 (Frank M. Goodman, personal interview).
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IV.3. 'Curriculum

The curriculum forms he most complex, and perhaps the

'most important component of the bilingual program to be

examined here. One variable of the curriculum relates to.

the grade levels taught:. bilingual programs may occur at

all levels and the range of subjects will, of course, vary

greatly according to .this difference. Then there is the

question of which languages are used to teach which sub-;

.jects. As stated in the UNESCO Report on International Sem-

inar on Bilingual Education (1965), "The relative roles of

'the mther tongue and the second language as vehicles for

.the teaching of other subjects is of basic significance in

bilingual education, and has considerable implications for

:the curriculum" (pp. 189-9C). Moreover, in dealing with

:different aspects of the curriculum, one must consider ques-

jtions of time, although Andersson and Boyer (1970) prefer

'to treat this as a separate component. Hdre it becomes

necessary to treat such subjects as the total amount of

:time devoted to the languages over the entire curriculum,

and the extent and rate of language shift.

The first aspect cf the curriculum to be considered

is the grade levels taught. A breakdown of.the grade levels

in various tllingual programs is shown in Table 3. As one

can see, primary school programs are by far the most prey-

alent type of program, there being only six projects (Calex-

ico, Hawaiian Gardens, Marysville, Pomona, St. Helena,

OhulaVista) which incorporate the junior high or high._



-TABLE 3: CURRICULUM

Key: Ch Lang=Chinese Language; Com Skls=Communication Skills;
Hist/Port=History of Portugal; K=Kindergarten; Lang Arts=
Language Arts; Lang Dev=Language Development; M-A Cult=
Mexican-American Culture; Mus=Music; P=Preschool; Rdng=
Reading; Sp Hmts=Spanish Humanities; Sp Lang=Spanish Lan-
guage; SS=Social Studies; W Geo=World Geography

PROGRAM
Grade Bilingual

Subjects
Subjects

in E
Subjects

in X
% time
in E

% Barstow K all 60
2. Brentwood 3-4 other Sp Lang 20-90
3. Calexico 7-9 SS ESL Sp Lang
4. Chula Vista K-3 SS ESL Sp Lang

4-7 SS, Math ESL
10 SS, W Geo M-A Cult

S. Compton K-1 other ESL 20-25
6. El Monte K all 50
7. Fresno City K-1 other Sp Lang 90
8. Fresno County K-1 other ESL, Math Sp Lang 70

Lang Dev

9. Hawaiian Gardens K-6 Lang Arts 85
Math

7-12 Hist/Port .85
10. Healdsburg 1 other Rdng Art, Mus 70

11. La Puente K-3 other Rdng Sp Lang 90
12. Los Nietos P ail 60
13. Marysville K-5 other ESL 20-?

6-8 -other ESL Sp Lang
.

14. Pomona 7-8 Com Skls 90
15. Redwocd City 1 other ESL Sp Lang 50
16. Sacramento P-2 other ESL, Rdng Sp Lang 50
17. St. Helena 9-12 Math ESL Com Skls

Sp Hmts
18. San Francisco 1 other - ESL Ch Lang ?-100
19. Sanger K-1 other ESL,

Lang Dev
Sp Lang 50-75

20. Santa Ana P all . SO
21. Santa Barbara K-3 other ESL, Rdng 60-85

Santa Clara P all 0-50I22.

23. Stockton K-3 other Math 66

68
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school level. In fact, the p7sgrams in Hawaiian Gardens,

Marysville, and Chula Vista also operate at the primary

level and so, in a sense, can be ccnsidered as containing

tvo bilinRual programs. Since this was the first year of

operaticn for most programs, grade levels usually span

only one or twO years, though the Hawaiian Gardens.program

includes all grades frcm K through 12. A.number of the

classes are actually ungraded, although this fact does not

appear in the statistics. The bilingual class in Brent-

wood, for instance, consists cf one class of students of

third and fcurth grade aRe levels.

Closely related to differences in grade level is the

'dichotomy of the pull-out vs. the self-contained bilingual

program. With the exception of the Portuguese bilingual

. 'project in Hawaiian Gardens, all of the bilingual proarams

iat the primary level are of the self-contained kind. In

the self-contained prcgram Children remain in.a single

classroom while learning subjects in both English andX. In-

many of these programs the regular classroom teacher, with

the assistance of the bilinRual aide, has the respcnsibilL.

ity for teaching subjects in bcth languages. However, in

some of these programs (e.g. Sacramento,'Stocktcn) a spe-

cial teacher is sent in to give instruction in the bilin-

gual or non-English subjects. In the pull-out system, the

students are taken out of the regular.EnRlish program and

placed in the bilingual class under a special teacher for .

'.4;Tm_spr pore periods_a



'more common in programs operating at the junior high and

-*high school because of the separation of subjects at that

level.

Perhaps the most crucial factor for'the curriculum in

a bilingual program concerns the use of languages in partic-

ular subject-matter areas. In the questionnaire, respon-

dents were asked to list the'subjects taught bilingually,

and those which were taught exclusively in either English

,or X. Those subjects outside of the bilingual component

in a pull-out program were nct considered. As shown in:

Table 3, the largest number of subjects in bilingual pro-

grams are being taught in both languages. Four programs

.affirmed that "all" of their subjects, and thirteen others

talat all subjects but one or two sre bilingual. Signifi-

.cantly, all of these programs are operative at the early

;primary level. As a result of the pull-out system preva-

:lent in the higher-level programs usually only one or two

subjects are presented bilingually in these programs. So-

cial studie8 is the most popular subject taught in two lan-

guages, presumably because of its inherently bilingual-

bicultural nature. Art and music are also favorite bilin-

gUal activities, since approximately half of the projects

:surveyed are conducting these Subjects in both languages.

Turning to the subjects taught only in English as

presented in Table 3, one finds that in most programs only

a few such subjeCts are taught within the regular bilingual

fratework. The most frequently mentioned sub,lect.is



which iS listed as A separate subject by twelve prOgrams.

Besides ESL, a distinct language development component in

English makes up part cf the curriculum in the programs in

Sanger, Fresno City, and Fresno County. In these three

programs, which utilize the materials developed by Consult-

ants in Total Education (CITE) of Los Angeles, and.in the

Stocktcn program, math instruction is also being given in

English. During the interviews it became apparent that the

programs where content subjects such as math or science are

_taught only in Enaiish feel that it is important to the

child's future success that he learn such subjects in the

language that would later become his main medium of instruc-

:tion. In addition, reading is taught exclusively in English

:in four of the programs surveyed. The introduction of read-

ing in English only has a special rationale: in this con-

:text both the interviewees in SacraMento and Healdsburg

.mentioned the need to introduce only one system of writing

so as not to "confuse" the children, although these programs'

expect tO introduce reading in_Spanish at a later stage.

A certain number of subjects are also being taught

through the.medium of X only. Most of these subjects are

related to the language'itself: ten programs list "Spanish"

i(as a first,- or a second language) as a separate subject.

.Similarly, the tilinaual program in St. Helena offers a

:course entitled "Communication Skills" to develop the

Spanish-speakina abilities of Mexican-American students.

P.ertain courses_dealing mainlywith the_culture_cf_a_partic-
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'ular language group are beina'aiven in that language (e.g.

--"Spanish Humanities" in St-. Helena and "Mexican-American

Culture" in Chula Vista), but just as often such courses

are rresented bilingually. The bilinaual class in Healds-

burg offers the only example where an attempt has been made

to teach art and music exclusively in the non-English lan-

guage. In this program the plan-was to use primarily Eng-

lish in the content areas and Spanish in the "experience

Eireas," that is, art, muSic, and recreation (Healdsburg

jUnion Elementary School District, 1969, p. 11).

Leaving the problem of which subjects are tauaht in

.what languages, s comes to the question of the total

.amount of time devoted to each language in the curriculum.

:Many programs found it difficult to give exact figures for

Hale amount of time devoted to either language, because the

tise of languages apparently varies from day to day and (in

pull-out programs) from individual to individual, depending

on the number of courses in which a student is enrolled.

However, from an examination of the twenty programs which

:provided such data, it seems possible to distinguish three

main types of programs. In a limited number of programs

(Compton, Santa Clara, the early primary level in Marys-

ville) the-use of the non-Enalish language predominates,

with English averagirEunder 25% of the class time. Not

,surprisinaly, these are programs which contain large num-

bers of monolingual ICspeakers. The largest number of pro-

grams (12-out of 20) are.those where the_use of English__



'runs from 50-75% of class time. In the remaining group of

programs (Hawaiian Gardens, Fresnc City, Pomona, La Puente)

the use of English predominates, taking over 85% of class

time.

Ancther problem to be consid with questions of time

has to do with the extent of shift from one language to

another over the duration of a program. Among the twenty

programs which gaye figures fcr the use of languages in the

curriculum, six programs noted an increase in the use of

English. PrOgrams of more than one grade level where the

proportion of English has increased include those in Compton,

Marysville, and Sanger. The figures for the Compton and

Sanger programs cannot be considered truly developmental,

.since these programs were initiated in all grades simultan-

:eously. .Cn the other hand, figures from the one-year pro-

grams in Brentwood, Santa Clara, and-San Francisco also

indicate a high rate cf shift from the native language over

.to English. In the Brentwodd and Santa Clara programs, the

.extent. of shift averaged respectively 70% and 5C%. In the

'San Francisco program, the amount of Chinese used at the-

beginning of the program was net given but, according to

the assistant coordinator of the program, a great deal of

Chinese was used at the onset to give instructions and to

teach concepts. The use of Chinese then gave way to Ehglish

so that by the end of the year nearly all of the instruc-

'tion was taking place in English (Al Yuen, personal inter-

;71.1aw).
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In most programs which registered an increase in the

amount of English used, the increase has been gradual and

cumulative. The amount of English used in the Compton pro-

gram, for example, increased from 20% to cn/y 25%. Even

among the programs which witnessed larger increases, the

change was gradual and day-by-day. The bilingual Lorogram

in Brentwood forms an exception.to this general rule. In

.this project, the change was relatively abruptLin the first

seMester most subjects were taught in Spanish, while in the

,second semester subjects were taught in English, though

,hours of Spanish language and reading were maintained (Fedro

Yanez, personal interview).

8 2
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IV.1. Methods and Materials

The foregoing survdy..of the curricula of bilingual

.programs left many questions conCernina the organization

.of bilingual proarams unanswered, For examnie, after exam-

'ining a list of subjects taught in bilingual programs, one

.still needsto ask: just how are these subjects taught, and

to what extent do bilingual schools vary in their applica-

ftion of methods2 Bilinaual.schools, as other schools, may

cliffer widely in over-all methodology, particularly with

respect to the type of methodology to be followed in the

!early staaes of learning. This issue is summed up by

Andersson and Boyer as follows: "Stated in a greatly over-

:simplified way, some authorities stress freedom-of play as

jthe best avenue Of learning, while others emphasize the

'economy of a hiahly structured approach, with teaching-ma-

t.erials and procedures planned cut in much detail" (1970,

p, 104). The conflict over basiC methodology is also

:reflected in a division cf opinicn over the extent to which

'a structured method should be used to teach second lan-

,guages. FUrthermcre, one may find rather significant var

iaticns in the way bilingual subjects are taught in differ-

ent schools, depending largely on the composition of the

:student group in the classroom. Teaching materials for

:the most part correspond to these differences in approach,

:but there are special problems in finding suitable materials

:for the bilingual program because of the frequent dearth

:Af_materials_in_the__171,-m7Et=lish. language..
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Looking first at the basic methodology of Title VII

Programs, one sees that there are some. programs which appear

to favor a highly structured approach to the teaching of

most subject-matter. An example of this kind of program is

the bilingual primary project in Stockton, which uses the

Ott materials developed at Southwest Labroatories. Accord-

ing to the proposal for the project, the Stockton program

revolves around five dontent areas whidh are structured so

that "pupils move progressively through learning experiences

jequences for gradual but srstematic.development of concepts

and language" (Stockton Unified School District, 1969, p. 8).

However, most programs apparently rrefer a methodology which

:combines structured activities with periods of relatively

Amstructured learning. For instance,.at Fresno County, one

:of the three programs implementing the CITE curriculum, the

!class schedule alternates between twenty minutes of inten-

;sive instruction, followed by twenty minutes of a self-

selected activity. The clas'srcom contains an English-

:speaking corner and a Spanish-speaking corner, where chil-

dren may go of their own accord during the self-selection-

periods (Harriette Jowett, personal interview). Similarly,

in the bilingual project in El Monte children engage for

.short periods in structured bilingual activiites, and then

are allowed to work on self-initiated activities within one

:of a number of specifically designed behavioral settings

.(El Monte Elementary School District, 1970, p. 16).

There appears to_be_ a wider variation _amcng.bilingual
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programs when it comes to the question of methods for

second-language teaching. In the teaching .of ESL, in par-
ticular, one finds a fairly clear split between the advo-
cates of a structured, linguistic method, and the proponents

of a looser "experience" approach. Typical of the former

are the programs in Compton and Stockton, which follow the

audio-lingual method in developing skills in both English
and Spanish. Cn the Other band, some programs'object to-.

'the linguistic approach to language-learning. In the

1-1ealdsburg proposal one finds the following statement:
;"While the linguistic materials do offer.the advantage of
:reflecting the natural structural forms of the children's

ilanguage, they do not appear to develop language skills in
relation to the total experiences of the child" (Healdsburg
Union Elementary School District, 1969, p..19). Therefore,
this program prefers to emphasize a method dubbed the "lan-

iguage experience approach" that would attempt.to develop
:the child's language skills as he is.learning other subject
:matter. Other.programs, particularly.those functioning at
:the pre-first and first grade level, do not use a linguistic
approach bedause they feel that children at this age are
able to pick up the language without any sl;ecial, structured

A.nstruction.

In discussing methodology it is also important to look
:at the different methods used in teaching bilingual sub-
jects. In the use of languages, for example, one finds a

zvariety_of,approaches_depending on the_composition_of_the__
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students in the classroom. In programs where there are a

*large number of monolingual X-speaking students, content

subjects are usually presented in X, and later reinforced

in English. Both the programs in Marysville and Compton,

for example, began to teach reading and writing in Spanish,

and literacy skills in English were not introduced until

later in the program. In someprograms with children of

mixed language backgrounds, activities might be presented

first in either language. An instance of this type of pro-

gram-is the preschool project in Santa Ana, where the teach-

er teaches counting, music, and story-telling in either

Spanish or English at her own discretion (Benjamin Soria,

personal interview). Where there are few ifany monolingual

A-speaking children in the program, subjects are more usu-

-ally introduced in English, the other language being used

:to reinforce, these concerts for X-speaking students. In

La Puente, for example, Spanish is taught everyone as the

bicultural element of the curriculum, but is used as a medi-

ium of instruction in content areas primarily to explain

and develop concepts when Spanish-speaking children are

having difficulty in grasping a subject .in English (Frank

Keohane, personal interview).

Differences among programs concerning methods in teach-

ing bilingual subjects area also found on the issue of

repetition: i.e., should the same lessoni be presented in

both languages? At least one program, the bilingual pro-

ject in Stockton, makes _extensive use_pf



this program identical lessons ar4 taught in English and

Spanish, thcugh nct.immediately following each other

(Richard Valenzuela, personal interview). However, most.

prcgrams find this method wasteful. According to the pro-

ject proposal fcr the Sanger program, "Teaching the same

subject matter twice, once in the native language and again

in EnErlish, is generally unnecessary duplication violating

the mcst important contribution cf peda7cgy, namely effi-

ciency" (Sanger Unified School District, 1969, n. 9). In.

teaching bilingual subjects such as social studies, usually

only the culturally appropriate language is used to teach

a particular lesson. Fcr less culturally-related bilinaual

subjects such as science or math, ccncepts are presented in

either E or X, followed by reinfcrcement in the other lan-

guage, but an attempt is usually made to avoid direct dup-

lication.

In programs with children of mixed.language back-

grounds, differences in methods of teaching bilingual sub-

jects as well as different approaches tc language teaching

require a greater cr lesser degree of grouping within the

classrocm. In a number cf programs X-speakinm children are

separated from the other students to undergo special

instruction in content areas in their native language.

In the La Puente prcaram, for example, Mexican-American

children receive special instruction in math, science, and

other subjects in Spanish within small arouPs supervised

by the bilingual aide. The most commcn type of grouping
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occurs for purrtses of reinforcement in the weaker language.

In the programs in Sacramento, Redwood City, Healdsburg,

Hawaiian Gardens, and elsewhere children, are taken aside

regularly fcr short periods fcr intensive instruction in

the second language. However, not all mixed programs group

children for language activities. At El Monte, LoS Nietos,

and Stockton, for, example, there is no.setaration of stu-

dents fcr specialized language learning.

Although bilingual programs would, naturally, tend to

select materials which correspond to their particular ap-

prcach, many programs have found it difficult to obtain

suitable materials. The extent tc which this is a problem

varies widely among rrograTs, depending on a given program'.s

approach and the uses to which languages are put in teach-

ing subject-matter. In programs where most of the instruc-

tion in content-matter is done in English, there is usUally

little difficulty with mateial, since the state-adopted

texts are used.for this purpose. Ncr is the problem acute

for a few Programs.such as the CITE and Stockton projects,

which use materials that have been developed to cover al-

most the entire range of the curriculum. en the other hand,

programs which emphasize teaching in the 'minority language

have cften found it next to impossible to obtain appropriate

materials in that language.

In order to obviate the shortage of materials, a num-

ber of programs 7nave attempted to use imported materials,

cr tc translate English materials intc the minority lan-



EuaEe. The use of imported materials seems particularly

'appropriate in teaching the non-EnFlish languesre and.cul-

ture. In the Brentwood, Fresno County, Heeldsburg, and

other programs, Spanish records and books are used to teach

music and story-tellinq in that lanFuave. On the other

hand, translated materials are often employed to teach such

culturally neutral subjects as science and math. At

Hawaiian Gar6ens, for example, state-adoTted math books have

_been translated into Portugusse to aid Fortuquese-speaking

students in developing!: their math concepts. Some prpErams

have made even more extensive use cf translation. In both

the Barstow and La Iuente proFrams. most Spanish materials

have been translated from existing Eng!lish materials. There

seemed to be no particular need tb develop sp-ecial Spanish

materials fcr the students in the La Puente project because

it was thought their culture did not differ much from the

Anglo culture (Frank Keohane, personal interview).

However, a few programs do not consider the use of

translated or imported materials to be sufficient, and have

attempted tc devise their own materials in the non-English

'language. In many cases this type of material has been.

developed on a fairly ad.:-hcc basis. At Hawaiian Gardens,

fcr example, the classroom teacher has been improvising her

own text cn languaFe development, and at Redwood City the

teacher has made ur his own supplies for teaching social

studies. In programs which- possess a strong comronent in

X, on the other hand, materials development in the minority
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lanpuage is often an important activity. The outstanding

example of this type of program is the Compton project

where, according to the director, there is a strcnply felt

need to develop materials in all areas of the curriculum

that reflect the culture and the dialect of Spanish spoken

in the area. Already scme.10% of the terching materials

have been developed by the program, and it is hoped that

eventually all cf the necessary materials will be produced

there (Frank M. Goodman, personal interview).
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IV.5. Teachers and Teacher Training

The questicn cf what kind of teacher is best for a

prcgram has been much discussed in recent liter-

ature on bilingual education. To many writers it seems

self-evident that the teacher of bilingual children must

nossess certain unique qualifications. The first require-

ment is language: for Gaarder, "the teachers should'have

native-like cc=and of the lanruage taught, with academic_

preparatin and experience throug-h that medium" (1967, p.

117), rarticularly for wcrk beyond the first few grades of

primary schccl. For others it is imnortant that a teacher

in a bilingual prcgram be bicultural as well as bilingual

so that he may properly assess the cultural differences

brought by the students from a variety of backgrcunds" (Uli-

barri, 197C, D. 19). Cn the other hand, Andersson and Boyer

admit that -"unilingual speakers of English are by no means

unneeded in a bilingual program" (1970, p. 113). Much de-

pends on the uses to which the teacher will be nut. The

program which tries an integrated aprroach will be more in

need of bilingual teachers than the pull-out prcgram where

one cr two teachers are responsible for the bilingual com-

ponent. In this secticn thcse aspects of tePchers and

teacher-training will te lccked at which reveal the varied

aprroaches taken by different Title VII programs.

An important part of the study cf teachers and teacher

training.ccncerned an examination of teacher qualifications.

The first iter was tc determine how 'many teachers pcssessed
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bilingual ability. In the questionnaire, -respondents were

-"asked to indicate the numbers of bilingual teachers in

their programs. Leeking at the results as presented in

Table 4, one finds that although 14 of the 23 programs indi-.

cate bilingual ability fcr all their teachers, still some-

what less than half of the- total r:umber of teachers are

ccnsidered to possess this oualificatien. In all programs

where only one teacher Is engaged, that teacher is bilin-

Moreover, in those'programs where there are large

numbers cf monolingual X-speaking children (e.g. Compton,

Santa Clara) teachers tend to be bilingual rather than mono-

lingual. Conversely, programs where.the teachers are mono-

lingual in English (e.g. La Puente, Sacramento, Stockton)

tend to contain zomewhat lower pro-oortions .of X-spealr,.ng

children.

Further information concerning the language compe-

tencies of the teachers was solicited in both the question-

naire and the interviews. First, during-the interviews an

attempt was made to discover how many cf the bilingual

teachers are native speakers of the non-English language.
,

Visits were not made to several of the rrograms with bilin-

gual teachers (Chula Vista, Calexico, Barstow), but from

information obtained from the other programs it appears that

somewhat over half of the bilingual teachers (.32 out of 56)

speak X natively. The author also attempted to ascertain

hew many teachers have had training as second-language

teachers. Referring again tc Table 4, one finds that

e4
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TABLE- 4: TEACHERS AND TEACHER TRAINING

PROGRAM
Total
Ai

t'chrs

#1
bil
t'chrs

#/teachers with
specialized training

#/
bil.

aidespre_
ser.

in-
ser. ESL XSL

.

1. Barstow 8 8 8 8
2. Brentwood 1 1 1

3. Calexico 6 6 5

4. Chula Vista 16 12 16 16 11

5. Compton n 2 2 2 2

6. El Mbnte 1 1 1 1

7. Fresno City 5 5 5 S 5

8. Fresno County 5 3 5 S 1 5

9. Hawaiian Gardens 2 2 1 2 4

10. Healdsburg 1 1 1 1

11. La Puente 30 30 30 65

12. Lns Nietos 2 1 2 4

13. Marysville 6 3 6 6 6

14. Pomona 1 1 1

13. Redwood City 2 2 2 2 1 1 2

16. Sacramento 11 4 10 7

17. St Helena 1 1 1 1 1

18. San Francisco 1 1 1 1

19. Sanger 2 2 2 2 1 2
,

20. Santa Ana 3 3 3 1 8

21. Sanl:a Barbara .3 3 3 1 7*

22. Santa Clara 11 11 11 11

23. S'i:ockton 25 7 24 24 9

Totals 145 72 106 132 4 7 144-i
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resrcndents indicated that only four of the teachers have

had training as ESL teachers, while seven others have had

experience or training in teaching X as a seccnd cr foreign

lanEuage (XSL). Finally, -interviewees were asked hcw many

cf the teachers have c.ralally been trained through X as a

medium of instruction. Althcugh the figures here are also

inccmplete, it appears that cnly a handful of teachers have

had such training.

Many rrcarams ackncwledged the need for surrlemental

training fcr their teachers .by instituting pre- and in-

service training sessions. The figures in Table 4 show

that .out cf 145 teachers, 10E teachers particirated in pre-

service, and 132 in some form cf in-service training. Both

of thesscatesories are somewhat locsely defined. For mcst

programs,.pre-service training ccnsisted cf a one- or two-

week summer wcrkshop during which members of the bilingual

staff met to wcrk cut problems cf rationale, methods, and

materials. In other prcgrams, teaPhers attended summer

practice sessions of up to six weeks in duration, or boned

up on their language skills at summer'institutes. Activi-

ties in in-service sessicns.have been just as varied. In

. some programs 1n-service training has been simply a matter

of regular Pcnsultation and planning between teachers and

aides, while teachers pf other-programs (e.g. Compton,

Marysville) have_attended college-credit courses on meth-

ods in teaching.ESL and bilinFrual educaticn as nart of

their in-service training.



Beyond the questions of teacher background and trein-

ing, there was the question of how teachers are being uti-

lized in various bilingual programs. In this reaard it

was important to consider how many programs are following

the one-classrcom-one-teacher approach as opposed to using

team teaching. Generally speaking, the one-teacher approadh

ties in with the self-contained classroom prevalent at the

lower grade levels. In programs of this type, the regular

classroom teacher usually has the responsibility of present-

ing the subjects in both languaaes. However, in some of

the programs which use the self-Contained classroom, a

special teacher is sent in to aive instruction in ESL, X.SL,

or biling.aal subjects. The bilingual project in Sacramento,

for example, employs a bilingual "resource" teacher who aoes

from class to class giving bilingual instruction in social

studies and Spanish as a Seccnd LangUage.

Team-teaching, on the other hand, is Closely associated

with the pull-out program where separate teachers are used

to teach Etalish and non-English (or bilingual) subjects..

Still, in most pull-cut programs the actual amount cf team-

work involved is minime:l, since there iS usually little

overlap in the subject matter tauaht by both teachers. At

only one program hp.s a situation 'been observed where a team

of terchers actually have responsibility for developing and

coordinating an entire curriculum. This is the first-grade

project in Redwood City, where two teachers are involved in

the program, one to teach the English component and the



other io teach the Spanish segment. The teacher of the

English comporent has charge of teaching content subjects

in English tc E-speakers as well as to Sranish-speakers

who are more advanced in their knowledge of 'English. The

teacher of the Spanish component teaches Spanish as both

a first and a Seond language, and gives instruction in the

major bilingual ccmronent cf the curriculumsocial studies

(Sabrina Cohen, personal interview).

Another important cuestion to considlmrin this context

was the extent to which bilingual programs utilize bilingual

teacher aides. It appearsthat the services cf bilingual

aides are very widely used: Table 4 st.ws that the total

number of bilingual teacher aides (1441) almost exactly

equals the number of teachers (145).- Only twc programs

(Santa Clara, Compton) do not utilize tescher aides. In

most programs there is approximately one bilingual aide per

classroom, 7,;hether or nct the teachers themselves are bilin-

gual. SometiTes aides are restricted to certain particular

-tasks: the bilingual aide-in the Pomona project, for exam-

ple, is used primarily to handle audio-visual eouipment,

and the function of the aide in St. Helena has been primer-

ily to locate materials for the program and to tutor indi-

vidual students. More'usually, however, they are used as

assistant teachers, and cooperate\with the teacher to teach

all phases of the curriculum.

In certain.programs -tencher aides play an especially .

vital role-as the Chief representativeS of the non-EngliSh



language and culture. In the-Barstow, La .Puente, Sanger,

--and Fresno County programa-an attempt has been made to

asscciate one language (Ehglish) with the regular class-

room teacher, and the other (Spanish) with the bilingual

aide, even though the latter two programs contain bilingual

teachers. Naturally, thcse programs where all the teachers

are monolingualhave had to place .special reliance in the

bilingual aides. An examrle of such a program is the bilin-7

gual project in La Puente, where there are twoaides for

every teacher. The aides at La Puente are recruited from

the local Mexican-American pcpulation and consist of two

groups: adult aides and high school.aides. The adult aides

teach the Spanish component of the program under the direc-

tion of the teacher, while the high school aides, who are

chosen as potential drop-outs, serve as tutors to the chil-

dren and as assistants on field trips (Frank Keohane, per-

sonal interview)4
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IV.6. Community Involvement

Much has been written and discussed about the need to

'involve the community in the bilingual proaram. For exam-

ple, Theodore Andersson, In speaXing of the Spanish-English

bilingual.program, stresses that in order to correct popu-

lar misconcentions about the nature of.lanauage and culture.

"the parents and indeed the whole community need to be

brought into the program" (1965, r. 159). Certainly, the

macor focus of such action would involve the parents them-

selves, since they have the rrimary responsibility for the

advancement cf their children's knowledge. However, be-

cause public schools are responsible to a wider system

including community taxpayers, it seems necessary to legit-

imize the program to the whole community. In this section

.an attempt will be made to examine the extent and type

community involvement at different Title VII bilingual

grams.

The first step was to determine the means by which

:various programs are maintaining contact with rarents. All

of the programs in the survey indicated that they have made

vigorous efforts to contact-and to maintain communication

:with the parents. At four projects (Marysville, El Monte,

Realdsburg, 'Pomona) parents first learned about the program.

'by means of home visitations--that is, the tescher and

sometimes the aide went tc the homes of parents tc explain

the program, solicit the-parents' reactions, etc. The

-Ivrarysville'rro,lect has continued the hOmetvisitetions on

of

pro-
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a regular basis because, acconfing to Adan Rodriguez,

"home visitations are the most efficient" means cf involv-

ins parents (personal interview). Other programs have pre-!

ferred to maintain contact with the parents by means of

bilingual PTA meetings or by holdina regularly scheduled

meetings thrcughout the year. Because of a requirement

under the BEA, all programs have .te.ken steps to involve

parental advisory groUrs in the program. These groups have

assisted the project staff by drawing up objectives, dissem,-

inating information about the program to the neighborhood,

and by making recommendations about how the program could

be changed and improved.

Many progr!-,ms have taken steps to involve parents morel

actively. Ten of the programs in the survey ricted that

they had made efforts to bring parents in tc observe class-

es,-and even to take part in instructing the children. Ili

El Monte, parents come in cn a regular basls, and meet with
the teacher twicea month in order to discuss what has hap-

pened in the classroom and to plan future activities.(Robert

Rodriguez, personal interview). At the Stockton program a

parental task force has been established to help teachers

prepare materials, to distribute information to other par-

ents, and to assist the school staff on field trips (Stock-

ton Unified S hool District, 1969, D. 13).
. The Santa Clara

project has perhaps gone furthest in involving parents

directly in the academic program. In this preschocl pro,

gram, small groups of children are taught._in.



.

'homes rather than in a classroom, and the mother listens

while a lesson is being taught or takes part in the instruc

tion. Once a week the home teacher speaks with the mother

and advises her cn the kinds of things she might do to help

the child in areas he has difficulty with (Antonia Micotti,

personal interView).

As part of their efforts to promote rarental involve-

ment, certain Programs have attempted to assist.parents

in continuing their own educaticn. This has been accomp-

lished in various ways. In Marysville and Hawaiian Gardens

;parents have been urged to attend nighttchool classes in

:such aubjects as ESL, vocational training, and American

citizenshiP. Other programs have set up classes exclusive-

ly for parents of children in the Program. In Sacramento,

for example, a special class in conversational English was

begun for non-English speaking parents, while in El Monte,

'the bilingual project carried out a cultural enrichment Pro.:

:gram that tock parents on trips to see plays, musical Pro-

ductions, and programs at a.local convention center (El

Monte Elementary SChool District, 1970, pp. 8-9). Perhaps

the Santa Ana project has offered the most outstanding pro-

gram in parental education. In this program, parents come

twice weekl to the city recreation center to hear bilin-

gual lectures.on such topics as health, nutrition, and

consumer education (banking and credit), and to -Participate

in English and sewing classes (Benjamin Soria, personal

interview),
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Besides the aspect of parental involvement, it was

-important to consider the extent to which other members of

the community have particiPated in bilingual programs.

Local citizens have been involved at various stages in the

development of bilingual projects. In Chula Vista, Stock-

ton, Sacramento, and San Francisco, community advisory

groups were invited to assist in .the writing of the origi-

nal proposal. In some programs local organizations have

been represented on Title VII bilingual advisory committees,

In 'Compton, for example, the Bilingual Council contains

representatives from four Mexican-American associations

(MAPA, LULAC, Largo Center, Welfare Rights Organization),

who participate in monthly meetings along with Parents of

children in the program. Mbre frequently, however, members

os such.organizations are informed about the program but do

not actually sit on the Advisory Group.
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IV.7. Summary

The study of twenty-three of the twenty-six bilingual

programs in California under the categories of objectives,

participants, curriculum, methods and materials, teachers

and teacher training, and community intolvement shows the

tremendous diversity amona current bilingual Programs. At

the same time, these prcgrams can be discussed or compared

in terms of certain variables in each of these categories.

The variables may be sulimarized as follows:

a)

b)

a)
b)

c)

d)
e)
f)

a)
b)

c)

1. Objectives

goals for X-speaking
students

goals fcr E-speaking
students

3. Curriculum

grade level
pull-out vs. self-
contained
use of languaaes to
teach subject-matter
time patterns
extent of shift
rate of shift

5. Teachers and Teacher
Training

teacher qualifications
one teacher vs, team-
teachina
use of bilingual aides

Some of these variables

2. Participants

a) lanFuage background
b) range cf bilingualism
c) background in the community
d) family backarcund

3.. Methods and Materials

a) structured vs. unstructured
b) methods in teaching bilin-

gual subjects
C) repetition
d) arcuring
e) selection of materials

6. Community Involvement

a) involvement of parents
b) involvement cf cummunity

are more significant than

others in distinguishing broad "types" of bilingual pro-

grams. Variables under the categories of objectives, .7.ar-

ticipants, and curriculum seem most useful in this regard.
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r- -
The study of objectives shows.that programs can be d.

:.into two groups on the basis cf goals.for X-speaking

ivided--

children: either assimilation into the dominant language

and culture, or maintenance of the first language and cul-

ture. Also, bilingual programs can be distinguished into

three types on the basis of the language background of

their students: predominantly X7speaking, mixed, or pre-

dominantly E-speakins. The comparison of bilingual curric-

ula shows a third basis for distihguishing brcad categories

of 'bilingual programs: the time devoted to each language

in the curriculum. In this sense there are three types of

programs which could be described as Etalish-dominant,

"balancee (where both languag!es are used widely in the

curriculum), and X-dominant.

In comparison, variables in the categories of mehods

and materials, teachers and teacher training, cr community

involvement appear less significant in terlms of making

classifiable distinctions among bilingual programs. Al-

though there appear to be some differences among ilingual

programs over methodological pointssuch as the use of

a structured or unstructureed method, or of repetition--

and with regard to factors such as-teaCher qualificaticns,

and the extent of parental involvement, it does not appear

possible to classify programs-into brcad groups on this.

basis. Furthermore, certain variables in the last three

categories seem to be related tc more fundamental distinc-

tions among variables in' the first three-categories. In
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particular, variations in the methods of teaching bilingual

subjects, grouping, the selection of materials, and even

!teacher qualifications depend to a lai.ge extent on differ-

enCes in the language background of the students.
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, the -
One cf -e Program6-(Caiexio6)-fTla-luded Anglos

stia
erlt Population,it is apparent that the chief-in its '

4 t A

intere
CI
' this and the other early Trograms was to help

Spanieraking students who were havin.g difficulty with

the redulabiz English cUrriculum. This ezPhasis was contin-

ued VII, which, in
(5,er its Decl taxation of policy,ur. itle

speoif4callY focussed on tl-e neea to helP the "large rum-

hers c re of limited English_f Chti speelcing ability in the

Stas
United -ez." The-rolioy is ref lected in the fact that

in mos "1"rent programs X-speaking students are in the

majcrl N;orisitutingt some 62% cf the total enrollment..

seolia,
and related conclusion, is that the teaching

x_5feaks
in remainsrs their native lingUage the basic

-justiOcatIon of bilingual education programs. Early pro-

grams elPlIsized the teaching of math, science, literature

and otrer oratent subjects in SpanIsh tc Mexican-Americans

whoce l'ack Of English hindered their j_earning of such sub-

jects 5n Althou_gh current progrs have been less
1ent

abcvt the teaching Of cOntent sub=,iects in X,

their -a-el'eroe to this basic prine iple is shown by the

,14E!.t,

fact 1, Illese programs rPnked'ajective 11 (improved

acaden-Je e'llisvement by use of the mother t Priczue) far above

all otrer -bisctives for x-gpeakin students. Even among

those Crol'ams Where minimal Use is made cf X inithe curric-
the *

uluM, s.eactling of X is apparently conside red important

e g.
as a 4Oans Of geTTleving such intan ibl6 cals as the

gment
jmprE5
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However, in spite of the importance in principle of

the teaching of X, lt seems that bilingual education in

California, as a iehole, can be characterized as showing

signs of a shift toward English.. Such a trend is not sur-

prising in,view of the f7Ict that English remains the dom-

inant language of the wider society. Evidence for this

trend comes from an exarfination of both earlier programs

and the present situation. Both the early Marysville and

Calexico programs, for example, made plans to transfer

their students to the regular program after they had ac-

quired sufficient proficiency in English. Since Title VII.

programs have been mrcvisionally scheduled to be funded for

only five years, current programs recogmize the need to

prepare their children for an eventual transfer to.an all-

English 'program. The trend toward English among current

programs seems confirmed by the fact that all programs of

more than one year's duration, and many of.the one-year

programs have shown an increase in the amount of English

used.



V.2. Classifying Current Programs

Although the study cf Title VII programs showed the

lgreat diversity amcng current programs in the state, these

programs could apparently be categorized into several broad

"ty-oes" on the basis of certain of the variables observed.

As noted, earlier typologies were based either on a compre-

hensive evaluation of linguistic variables (Mackey), or on

variations in societal objectives (Fishamn), student back-
_

ground (Michel), or On organizational characteristics in

the curriculum,(Gaarder, Ulibarri). Mackey's typology

included the study of variables that went considerably

beyond the limits of this study, so no attemptyill be

made here to classify bilingual 'programs in terms of his

wider typology. However, since the latter three consider-

ations appear to parallel the categories in this study

which showed significant distinctions among bilingual pro-

grams (cbjectives, participants, curriculum), it seems

appropriate to discuss the possibility of a systematic

typology based on one cf these three variables.

.

A typology based primarily on objectives (societal or

otherwiae) would entail certain great'difficulties with

refe-rence to Title VII Programs in California. First, the-

study of objectives showed the general confusion over the

issue among current Title V/I programs. Although programs

could be distinguished into two main groups on the basis

of two objectives fcr X-speaking children, this distinction

is clearly-too brcad to form the basis'of.a meaningful

tog
1_00
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typology. As nOtej' the ' °11 ms
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-Organilaticnal factori in'the curriculum would seem to hold-,

certain distinct advantages in the description of Title VIII

programs. Cne finds, first cf all, that current programs

,can readily be distinguished accordina to curricular var-

liables identified in former typologies such as the time

allowed each language, and the treatment and use of ea.',11

language. Equally important, however, is the fact that a

!typology which deals with a variety of factors in the

'curriculum allows for a more sophisticated treatment of

Title VII programs than a breakdown according to only two

objectives or three types of student background. Using

the criteria given in Mackey's descriptiCn of bilinaual

icurriculua, it seems that Title.VII prcareurls might be cate-;

gorized with reference tc cne cf the four types: 1) SingleL

Medium Accultural Transfer (SAT), where X is tauRht as a

[subject but not used as a medium of instruction; 2) Dual- .

Medium Differential Maintenance (DDY), in which two lan- '

guages are used to teach different.subject-matter areas;

3) Dual-Medium Accultural Transfer (DAT), whichA.s similar

to DDM, except that these programs witness a shift toward,.

the dominant language; and 4) Dual-Medium Ecual Maintenance

(DEM), where an attemPt is beina'made to maintain the use

of"hoth.languages in all areas of the curriculum.

There reMain, however, several difficulties with a

direct application cf a typology such as Mackey's to a.

description of Title VII nrograms. The first one lies with

the problem of Aealing with the factor. cf language shift.

...no
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In-lteackey's typology this factor plays an important role '

in distinguishing bilingual programs. However, given the

short duration cf current programs, it would be misleading

.to ascribe too much importance to this factor in differen-

tiatina current programs. Considering the over-all tenden-

cy tel.:8.rd language shift, Programs which have shown no

apparent shift in the use of languages over .a one-year

ipericd may well demonstrate thi8 tendency in the near fu-

ture. In additicn, both the study of previous tyrologies

and of current programs showed the interconnection of

curricular variables with other aspects of the program.

Thus a tycoloFy based entirely on curricular variables is

bound to be incomplete.

Based cn these considerations, a typology is prcrosed

which is based mainly on relatively static factors in the

curriculum, such as the extent'of language use and the

teaching of subject matter, but which also includes var-

iables in student background and objetives where these

appear to be relevant. Like Fishman's, this typOlogy con-

sists of fcur broad tyres of bilingual "programs. Rather

than representing different kinds of objectives, however,

each tyre represents a different level of .language use,

ranging from "maximum use of English (E) to maximum use of

the non-English language (X). Each type will be illustra-

ted with the appropriate examples frcm California Title

VII programs.
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Fiype English-dominant

In this type cf programwhich usually contains few

if any monolingual X-speaking children, the underlying

characteristic is the overwhelming predominance of English

in the curriculum. Althcughsuch programs may make use of

.X for certain limited purposes, in no case is systematic

fuse made of X to teach content subjects. .Examples of this

type of program include the Fresno City, Pomoha, and La

Puente projects. In the Fresno City and Pomona programs,

Spanish is taught as a subject but is not used as a medium

cf instruction. In the La Puente prograzg, Spanish is ccca-

sicnally uSed to help X-speakina students with content

material, but to subjects are taught consistently through

that language.

Type II: Partial Bilingual

In the partial bilingual program English remains the

major language of instruction, but X is used to teach cer-

tain curricular, areas cther than the language itself,.

most often those having to do with the history and culture

of the non-English lanauage. Such prbgrams menerally con-

tain children of bilingual X-speaking or mixed language

backarcunds and operate on a pull-out basis. Projects

.which fit this description include the proarams in Chula

Vista, Calexico, St. Helena, and Hawaiian Gardens. Al-

though the Sanaer and Fresno County prcarams do not work

,on a pull-out system, these programs can be considered

".partial bilingual" to the.extent 'that-Enalish remains the

.112
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exclusive medium of instruction in major curricular areas

.(lanauage development, math).

Type III: Full Bilinaual

This type of program contains children of mixed lan-

guage backaround who are usually grcuped toaether in a

self-contained classrccm. In these progrFms there is a

fairly.even balance in the use cf languages (though Enalish

may be used scmewhat 'more extensively) and children

baskarcunds learn mcst subjects bilingually. These

grams tend to orerate at the early rrimary level from

cf both!

pro- ;

pre-

school through grade one. A list of programs in this cate-1

.
gory would include the rrojects in Barstow, El Monte,

Healdsburg, Sacramento. Stockton, Los Nietos, and Santa Ana:

Tipe IV: Non-rialish (X)-dominant

This type of prcaram is comrosed largely of mcnclin-

gual X-speakers and very extensive use is made of the non-

English lanauaae. In fact, predominant us.e is made of X

to teach major subject areas such as math, reading, and

science. Although these rroarams may show sians of a

shift over to English, their most likely objective is to ,

"improve the academic achievement cf the students throuah

use of the mother tongue." The Compton, Santa Clara, and

early primary-level program in Marysville are all examples

of this type.

Such a .typclogy, while it appears to offer the best

means of classifying aurrent prctrams, must remain sug9es-
..



re,

tive. Certainly there are programs which remain difficult

to classify according to one of the four types described.

Since programs are classified mainly in terms of static

variables in the curriculum, it is particularly difficult

to categorize programs such as San Francisco and Brentwood

which have shown a great increase in the amoUnt cf English

used. Although in'the end result such programs can be

Itreatiad ad English-dominant, one must remember that at the

beginaing these programs used a areat deal of X to teach

Content subjects. ether programs which are difficult to

classify in terms of the model typoloEy are the Redwood

City and Santa Barbara programs.. The Redwood City project

might be described as "full bilingual" to the .extent that

. both lanEuages are used throuahout the curriculum on an

ecual basis. However, it seems that much grer,ter use cf

Spanish is being made to teach content subjects to Mexican-

. Americans than to Anglos. Cne finds a different situation

in Santa Barabra, where the use of Spanish is much more

limited with respect to time, but all content subjects are

being taught to Spanish-speakers in that languaae. Thus

it is difficult to determine whether this program should

be classified as "partial" or "full" bilingual.
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V.3. Implications of the 'Study

The present studi of bilingual education in California,

in spite of (or perhaps in large part because of) its high-

ly tentative and provisional nature, suggests a number of

implications for the future study of the phenomenon of

bilingual education and even for'the evaluation of future

programs. The first, and most obvious implication is that

bilingual education (even bilingual education in such a

limited srace and time) is such a multi-faceted subject

that it needs to be studied in greater depth in its indi-

. vidual aspects before any further attempt can be made to

evaluate the meaning of bilingual education of a broad

scale. The Conclusions in the present study concerning

earlier and Present programs did point to certain indica-

tions of how bilingual education in California could be

generally characterized (i.e. emrhasis on teaching X.-

speaking children, importance ofX, shift 'toward English).

However, it seems that perhpas more incisive and definitive

statements could be made from an in7depth comparison of

bilingual programs in the area of curriculum alone, or

perhaps.from a comparison of curricular factors and objec,

' tives in a giVen group of progams.

.0ther more specific implications stem from an examin-

tion of the present troology. Cne of these concerns the

interconnection of-factors in pupil background and curric-

ulum. It seems natural that a program which contains

!a large number of monolingual English speakers would tend

-115
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Ito. be English-dominant in its curriculum, and, by the sam-e---:

ctoken, a program containing many monolingual X-speakers

iwould tend tpbe X-dcminant. Nevertheless, this is not al-

; ways the case, as witnessed by the classification of the

'San Francisco program (which contained exclusively monolin-.

gual X-speakers at the beginnina of the year) as E-dominant.

'Such a conflict would indicate the eventual importance of

.the factor of language shift in the classification of bilin-

gual programs. In a larger sense, however,. it seems to

call for a closer study of the correspondence between the

factor cf language background and curriculum patterns in

order to determine the extent o which this correspondence
1

!is significant.

Perhaps the most important implication of the study,

land one that has :sianificance. for the evaluation of bilin-

Igual programs, arises.from the fact that there seemed to

lbe so little overlap among current programs between factors

'in the curriculum and stated objectives. Only in the last

icategory (X-dominant) did there sec:m to be some agreement, ;

!since two out of three programs in this category ranked i

lObjective II (academic achievement by use of the mother

'tongue) as their first Objective for X-speakers. Even here,

Ithe signi-ficance of this correspondence is diminished by
H

!the fact_that this remained the most Dopular.objective

;overall. On the other hand, one miaht expect that programs,

'which were E-dotinent in their curricula would tend to

Ifavor Objedtive I (mastery.of English): However, the La



iPuente program (the only orCjeot in this group from wh16h
1

!_data on objectives was obtained) ranked this objective

ifourth among the five objectives.for X.-Speakers. Nor waS

:there any correspondence between stated objectives and

curricular factcrs for the second and third types of pro-

!gram, although "full" bilingual programs _tended to rank.
1

!Objective IV for X-speakers (bilingualism-biculturalism)

!higher than did the other types of programs.

The discrepancy between objectives and curriculum does

Inot necessarily imply a direct judgment of programs in

!terms of their performance. Indeed, given the extensive
1

1

!resources made available under Title VII and the enthusiasm'
1

!of bcth teachers and administrators (which was generally

!observed at these programs), it seems that most programs
1

tare obtaining very favorable results as regards both pupil

Iperformance and community acceptance. Still, the discrep-
1

lancy does indicate that programs may nct be as successful

las they wish in terms of coordinating their aims and the
1

Imeans which they use to achieve those aims. Although it is
1

Ibeyorld. the scopz:: of this paper to discuss problems that

Ideal dlrectly with evaluation, ft does seem appropriate to
1

_isuggest that a program can only be successful in the light

lof the objectives that it sets for itself. It appears,

'then, that in view of the laci of consensus over what.bilin-

i

1

gual education really means, that future sponsors of biiin-

1gual- progrRms will need to do some serious thinking about
1

1what bilinEual education means to them, ind how this con-
_
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leept can best be realized in the framework of a total

Iprcgram,

1 8 .
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Appendix A: Cover Letter

March 1, 1970

Dear Mr. (Administrator):

With the establishment of many new bilingual programs
under Title VII, it becomes a matter of considerable inter-
est and importance to gather information concerning the
various types of programs currently in operation. This is
what I propose to .do as part of the research for my IT.A.
thesis in Teaching English as.a Second Language at UCLA.
I would very much appreciate your takina the time to fill-
out the enclosed questionnaire which will give the data
required. If any materials are available which discuss your
bilingual nrogram, 'please mail them when you return the
questionnaire.

Upon completion of the study, a summary of the findings
will be sent at your request. Thanking you in advance for
Tour cooperation, I remain,

Respectfully yours,

.(Tay Lesley



Avendix Et Questionnaire

.1. PARTICIPANTS

1. Total number of plgoils in your bilingual program
of whom are native Spanish speakers and
are native English speakers. Other language group
represented (if any) and number of pupils
in that group.. .

2. How many pupils are involved in the bilingual program
at each level? (Indicate number of pupils)

P .K 1 2 -3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3. Are native and non-native English speakers mixed at
different levels of the program? (yes or no) If so,
at what levels are they mixed? (Circle level)

P 1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

.II. OBJECTIVES
. A. What are the most important objectives of your bilin-

gual program fcr non-English speaking pupils? (Indi-
cate order of importance by placing the numbers 1-6
in the blanks to the left)

1. To enable the students to gain a functional mastery
of English.

2. To improve the academic achievement of the students
by using the mother-tongue to further concept devel-
opment.

3. -To promote the students' feeling7s of dignity and
self-worth by emphasizing the value of the native
culture.

4. To enable the students to develop a bilingual,
bicultural world view.

5. To help the students achieve maximum success in
adapting to the dominant society.

6. Other (Please specify)
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B.. What are the most important objectives for your
English-speaking children? (If applicablev rank the
objectives as above)

1. To enable the students to gain a mastery of the
second.language without detriment to their learn-
ing in English.

2. To cultivate in the students an under2tanding and
appreciation of the second culture.

3. To develop in the students an impartial attitude
toward their own ard the second culture and lan-
guage.

4. Other (Please specify)

:III. CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS

1. What subjects in the program are taught in both Eng-
lish and the other language(s)? (Indicate subject and
grade level)

2._What subjects are taught entirely in English? (Subject
and grade level)

1:2.6
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3. What subjects are taiight exclusively in the other
language? (Subject and grade level)

4. Approximately what percentage of classroom time is
English used as the language of instruction at each
level?

P K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12

% %___5 % % %

5. Are specially prepared or translated materials being
used in your bilingual classes? (yes or no) If 809
for what subjects and at what levels?

6. Are you using materials prepared in a foreign country.
for c/asses taught in the non-English language? (yes
or no) If so, list examples of such materials and
indicate levels at which they are used.

1119



IV. TEACHER TRAINING*

1. Total number of teachers in bilingual program
of whom have competency in both languages.

2. Are bilingual teacher aides being used in your pro-
gram? If so, how many and fcr what purposes?

3. How many of the-teachers have had specialized train-
' ing in the education cf bilingual children? (Indicate

the number cf teachers involved in each type of train-
ing, e.g. pre- or in-service workshops, Teaching Eng-
lish as a Second Language, etc.

V. COMMUNITY INVCLVEMENT

1. Are parents of non-English speaking children involved
in the academic proaram at any level? If so, how
many are involved and in what capacity?

2. Have any special organizations been formed to ensure
communication between school and community? (yes or
np)

3. Do teachers meet with rarents of non-English speaking
pupils on a reaular basis? (yes or no) If so, how
often do such meetings take place and approximately
how many parents attend?

4. Have you witnessed any increase in parental interest
for furthering their own education as a result of the
program? (yes or no)
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VI. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please use this page to make any additicnal remarks you
wish.
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Appendix C: Interview Questions

1. What is the background of your students, and on what
basis were they selected for the program?

2. What are the most important objectives of the program
. for: 1) non-English speaking students; 2). English-

speaking students?

3. What languaae do the children first learn to read? Do
they become literate in both languages?

4. What languages are used to teach "major" content areas
(e.g. math, science, and social studies) and which are
used to teach "minor" content areas (e.g. art,. musics

5. What is the distribution of the laguages over the weekly
schedule, and over the duration of the curriculum?

,6. If your program is a mixed one, are English-speaking and
non-English speaking pupils separated for different
activities? If so, what activities?

7. What kinds of materials (standard or non-standard) are
used in your program?

8. To what extent are bilingual teachers and teacher aides
utilized in your program?

9. What kind of specialized training have your teachers had?

10. To what extent have parents become involved in the
program? (What organizations have been formed to ensure
communication between school and community; what special_
claSses have been set up for parents of non-Ehglish
speaking children?)

11. What particular successes or problems have you had with .

the program?

12. Do you envision any changes for the future?
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